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A B S T R A C T

Security is of paramount importance in this new era of on-demand Cloud Computing. Researchers have
provided a survey on several intrusion detection techniques for detecting intrusions in the cloud computing
environment. Most of them provide a discussion over traditional misuse and anomaly detection techniques.
Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) techniques are very helpful in detecting various stealth attacks targeting
user-level and kernel-level processes running in virtual machines (VMs) by placing the analyzing component
outside the VM generally at hypervisor. Hypervisor Introspection (HVI) techniques ensure the hypervisor
security and prevent a compromised hypervisor to launch further attacks on VMs running over it. Introspection
techniques introspect the hypervisor by using hardware-assisted virtualization-enabled technologies. The main
focus of our paper is to provide an exhaustive literature survey of various Intrusion Detection techniques
proposed for cloud environment with an analysis of their attack detection capability. We propose a threat model
and attack taxonomy in cloud environment to elucidate the vulnerabilities in cloud. Our taxonomy of IDS
techniques represent the state of the art classification and provides a detailed study of techniques with their
distinctive features. We have provided a deep insight into Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) and Hypervisor
Introspection (HVI) based techniques in the survey. Specific research challenges are identified to give future
direction to researchers. We hope that our work will enable researchers to launch and dive deep into intrusion
detection approaches in a cloud environment.

1. Introduction

Hacking incidents are increasing day by day as technology evolves.
Companies are changing the way they operate. Security issues in such a
complex technological environment are posing significant challenges.
Attacks are reported by cloud providers and users regularly. For
instance, the French research outfit VUPEN Security (Mimiso, 2012)
discovered the Virtual Machine Escape attack. The exploit targets a
vulnerability that affects the way Intel processors implement error
handling in the AMD SYSRET instruction. In Jan 2013, European
Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA) reported (Dekker
et al., 2013) that Dropbox was attacked by Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) attacks and suffered a substantial loss of service for more than
15 hours affecting all users across the globe. DDoS botnets attacks also
happened against the Amazon Cloud. Security researchers (Dee, 2014)
have found the exploit on the Amazon Cloud platform through the
ElasticSearch distributed search engine tool. Hackers attacked Amazon
EC2 virtual machines using cve-2014–3120 exploit in ElasticSearch
ver. 1.1 x. Researchers have also found that many enterprises are still
using these vulnerable versions. According to Symantec (2015), 494

vulnerabilities and two zero-day vulnerabilities were disclosed during
the month of January in 2015. W32. Ramnit! html was the most
common malware that had been blocked. Verizon (2015) reported 55%
incidents were insider abuses/attacks this year. In case of web
applications attacks, stolen credentials accounted for 50.7%, backdoors
were 40.5%, SQL Injection were 19%, brute force were 6.4%, and cross
site scripting (XSS) attacks were some 6.3%. Cisco (2015) has reported
that malware developers are using web browser add-ons as a medium
for distributing malware and unwanted applications. They stated that
56% of all OpenSSL versions were due to older versions leading to
OpenSSL attacks.

In the last few years, research has been carried out to tackle such
security problems. The importance of well-organized architecture and
security roles have become even greater with the popularity of Cloud
Computing. Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) (Smith, 2012) provides best
practice in cloud security such as security as a service model for cloud
environment. Various researchers working in the field of cloud security
have proposed intrusion detection systems (IDS) as a defensive
approach. An IDS is a security tool that captures and monitors the
network traffic and/or system logs, and scans the system/network for
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suspicious activities. It further alerts the system or cloud administrator
about the attacks. There are different types of IDS based on the location
where the IDS is deployed, e.g. Host-based IDS, Network-based IDS
and Hypervisor-based IDS. Host-based intrusion detection system
(HIDS) monitors individual hosts (physical/virtual). It sends alerts to
the user if it detects suspicious activities such as modification or
deletion of system files, unwanted sequence of system calls or
unwanted configuration changes at virtual machine (VM) or in other
cloud regions. Network-based intrusion detection system (NIDS) is
usually placed at network points such as gateway or routers to check for
anomalies in network traffic. Hypervisor based IDS is deployed at the
hypervisor (Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM)) or privileged VM and is
capable of capturing the state information of all VMs running on top of
the hypervisor. It can maintain and enforce different security policies
for each VM, based on its requirements.

Different intrusion detection techniques used in a cloud environ-
ment include misuse detection, anomaly detection, virtual machine
introspection (VMI), hypervisor introspection (HVI) and a combina-
tion of hybrid techniques. Misuse detection techniques maintain rules
for known attack signatures. These rules can be derived either by using
the knowledge based systems which contain database of known attacks
signatures or by using machine learning algorithms that are used in the
determination of behavioral profiles of the users based on known
suspicious activities (Barbara and Jajodia, 2002). Anomaly detection
systems detect anomalies based on the expected behavior of the system.
Any deviation from the expected behavior is signaled as anomalous
(Garcia-Teodoro et al., 2009).

Another well known technique is that of VMI. The basic principle
behind the VMI technique is that it performs introspection of programs
running in a VM to determine any malicious program change or
execution of some abnormal or malicious code (Hebbal et al., 2015).
There are different approaches to VM introspection such as guest-OS
hook based, VM state access based, kernel debugging based, interrupt
based and hypercall authentication based; they bridge the semantic gap
in interpreting the low-level information available at a VM to high level
semantic state of a VM. There are several open source based VMI tools
such as Ether (Dinaburg et al., 2008) and DRAKVUF (Lengyel et al.,
2014) that perform introspection of VMs from outside.

VMI techniques leverage VMM technology that was lacking in
traditional IDS approaches. Hypervisor or VMM is a software that
creates and runs VMs. It can access any of the VM spawned by it. It
emulates the physical hardware and prevents direct access to physical
hardware. In Xen hypervisor based cloud environment such as
Openstack (2015), VMI based IDS can be configured to run at the
privileged domain of VMM; In Xen, Dom0 is a privileged domain that
starts first and manages the unprivileged domains (untrusted guest
domains), DomU. However, if a VMM is compromised, the VMI tool
will be under the control of the attackers. HVI based security approach
mainly depends on the hardware assistance to perform introspection of
hypervisor/host OS kernel states and detect various attacks such as
hardware attacks, rootkit attacks and side channel attacks.

In this paper, we address the limitations of existing surveys (Modi
et al., 2013; Patel et al., 2010) and provide a detailed study of the
detection mechanisms in the IDS. We also give a detailed discussion of
the threat model, attacks and deployment approaches of IDS in a cloud
environment. Our major contributions of this paper can be summar-
ized as follows:

• We propose a threat model and attack taxonomy and provide a
detailed discussion of the various attacks related to the cloud
environment.

• We provide a classification of IDS deployment approaches for a
cloud environment, with an analysis of their advantages and
disadvantages.

• We propose a classification of intrusion detection mechanisms in the
cloud environment. The detailed analysis of techniques is intended

to provide the readers a coherent view of the security solutions that
currently exist.

• A classification of VMI techniques is proposed and discussed in
detail, especially for detecting attacks from VM to hypervisor (VM-
VMM) and stealthy rootkit attacks at the VM.

• A classification of HVI techniques is proposed and discussed
especially for detecting attacks from hypervisor to VM (VMM-VM)
and hardware attacks at the VMM.

• Finally, we identify specific research challenges and outline some
possible future directions in cloud based IDS.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the
background on cloud based IDS and and highlights the difference
between traditional IDS and cloud based IDS. Section 3 describes the
threat model for a cloud environment and outlines an attack taxonomy.
Section 4 describes the different deployment approaches of IDS in a
cloud. Section 5 describes the proposed IDS taxonomy and presents a
detailed study of intrusion detection techniques for a cloud environ-
ment. Section 6 provides observations and summarizes some potential
research challenges. Section 7 provides a comparison of our paper with
other related surveys. Finally, section 8 concludes the paper.

2. Evolution of cloud based IDS

Traditional IDS systems have been applied to a cloud environment
by several researchers. For example, Roschke et al. (2009) proposed a
Snort based IDS architecture named as VM-Integrated IDS to detect
anomalies. Modi et al. (2012a) used Snort and machine learning
classifiers to detect anomalies in the network traffic between VMs.
Alarifi and Wolthusen (2012) used traditional ‘Bag of System Calls’
based approach to detect anomalous sequences present in the user
programs during execution. Gupta and Kumar (2015) proposed
immediate sequence of system call based approach which is similar
to traditional look-ahead based approach (Forrest et al., 1996). Li et al.
(2012) applied Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to detect attacks in the
cloud. Pandeeswari and Kumar (2016) applied Fuzzy C-Mean
Clustering based ANN to detect intrusions in the cloud. In all the
above approaches, the IDS works in a standard manner and is deployed
at the end host cloud servers or tenant virtual machines. However,
while adopting a traditional IDS to the cloud, one needs to define the
various components of the IDS and where they are placed and the
access privileges they have.

Modern malwares can easily thwart traditional HIDS based on
signature matching or static analysis techniques by using obfuscation
and encryption techniques (Baysa et al., 2013). Dynamic analysis based
traditional IDS can be evaded by checking the presence of specific
security processes in the memory of monitored tenant VM or end host
as security analyzer is deployed in the monitored machine. In addition,
a malicious malware program can sense the virtual environment by
checking the registry key values and the presence of drivers specific to
virtualization. An attacker can also try to sense the periodic behavior of
security analyzer by observing the monitored machine (Wang, 2014a).
Some other malware attacks check the modification in the processor
specific register values (set by the security analyzer to hide their
presence from the VM) to detect the presence of security analyzer
(Pék et al., 2011). VM-rootkit attacks perform the guest OS kernel
modification. They hide their presence from the traditional IDS
deployed at monitored machine. The detection of such attacks is
essential at the primary stage since it can lead to further attacks such
as side channel attacks (Zhang et al., 2012). Traditional HIDS are
limited in their capability to detect such attacks in virtualized environ-
ment.

On the other hand, some traditional NIDS based cloud security
frameworks have been proposed to detect network intrusions (Roschke
et al., 2009; Gul and Hussain, 2011). They are based on rule-matching
techniques and can detect network attacks targeting tenant VMs.
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Signature matching techniques require regular maintenance, as small
variations in attack patterns can evade the security tool. Hence, the
next-level of defense (Modi and Patel, 2013) integrates the conven-
tional NIDS tool (Snort) with conventional anomaly detection ap-
proach (machine learning approach) to detect network intrusions. The
anomaly detection module is activated after Snort. As only the benign
traffic that passes through Snort is forwarded to the anomaly detection
module, this cannot reduce the false positive rate for malicious traffic.
There is also no verification of alerts of Snort but only an additional
analysis for the benign traffic which can improve performance but does
not help to reduce false alarms, neither for Snort nor for the anomaly
detection module. As the evaluation is based on KDD 99, estimation of
the real performance of the system is difficult to assess. In a cloud
environment, there can be multiple VMs connected over a virtual
switch creating a virtual network. Traditional security services such as
Snort-IDS employed by existing cloud security solutions, fail to detect
VM attacks targeted from one tenant VM to another on the same
physical server as the traffic never passes through the physical network.
Traditional HIDS/NIDS are mainly designed to work on normal
physical environment and hence are limited in their capability to
detect various attacks in a virtualized environment.

VMI and HVI are more specialized intrusion detection approaches
developed to work with virtualized systems and cloud environment.
VMI based Cloud-IDS has the ability to detect attacks such as VM
Escape, Cross-VM side channel attacks and Guest DoS (caused by
resource starvation). A HVI based security framework for cloud can
detect VMM Hyperjacking, VMM backdoors and hardware attacks
(explained in Section 3) which cannot be detected by traditional IDS
techniques. Introspection based IDS provides a high confidence barrier
between attacker and security monitor than traditional IDS. Zhang
et al. (2011) proposed a nested virtualization-based HVI security
framework named as CloudVisor to detect attacks at the hypervisor
level in a cloud environment. CloudVisor separates the security
protection of resources from the VMM. A security layer is added below
the VMM to provide security to VMs data from compromised VMM.
The key feature of CloudVisor is that it does not require any hypervisor
modification. Xia et al. (2013) proposed a security framework called
HyperCoffer to sustain the integrity of tenant VMs. An integrity check
and memory encryption has been added to existing processor features.
Varadharajan and Tupakula (2014) integrated the traditional misuse
and anomaly detection techniques with VM introspection to enhance
the accuracy and attack detection power of IDS in the cloud. Unlike
VMI approaches, most of the HVI approaches do not assume that
Dom0 of hypervisor is trusted, which helps to reduce the Trusted
Computing Base (TCB).

3. Threat model and attacks in a cloud environment

A cloud environment typically consists of three types of servers:
Cloud Controller Server (CCS), Cloud Compute Server (CCoS) and
Cloud Networking Server (CNS) (Openstack, 2015). All the manage-
ment related tasks of a cloud are handled at CCS whereas CCoS hosts
various virtual machines (VMs). CNS facilitates configuration of net-
work, IP allocation and traffic routing to cloud servers. It also enables
VMs to connect to the Internet. There are typically three networks in
cloud: tenant network, administrative network and external network.
Tenant traffic flows through the tenant network which is configured to
run in a virtualized environment. Each tenant network is associated
with a set of VMs and hence vulnerable to attacks from one VM to other
VM in the same tenant subnet. An administrative network is respon-
sible for connecting all cloud servers and is basically used to perform
administrative task such as creating a VM, destroying a VM, resuming a
VM, allocating storage and are less vulnerable to attacks from tenant
VMs due to access privilege issues. External network connects the VMs
to the outsiders through the Internet and is vulnerable to various
traditional attacks. There are different roles created for different

members in the cloud, such as cloud service provider, cloud adminis-
trator, tenant administrator and tenant users. A cloud administrator is
an individual employed by a cloud service provider to maintain cloud
infrastructure and typically has privileged access. If users want to
become tenants (cloud customer/tenant user), they have to register
themselves with the service provider. A tenant administrator is
responsible for configuring and allocating policies to a set of VMs
and are allocated additional privileges by the cloud administrator.
Tenant users are responsible for running applications and services in
tenant virtual machines.

3.1. Threat model

Threat modeling is a critical step in understanding which assets are
most likely to be targeted in the cloud environment and the vulner-
abilities that are present. We propose a threat model in which the
direction of attack is represented from source to target machine. The
start of direction is represented by a circle that represents origin point
of attack and end of direction is represented by an arrow that
represents victim machine as shown in Fig. 1. There can be attacks
from one VM to another co-located VM (VM-VM) (line 1). Cross-VM
side channel attack (Zhang et al., 2012) is one such example in which
an attacker's machine exploits the side channel information such as
cache, power and time to access the private information of the victim
VM. A malicious tenant user can also exploit the vulnerabilities present
in the operating system of VM and run malicious code that escape the
boundaries of VM, called as VM Escape (Grobauer et al., 2011) that
allows an attacker to access privilege domain of VMM and host OS
(VM-VMM/host OS) (line 2). If two VMs belonging to different tenant
administrators reside on the same physical server, then they can also
become victim of the attacks. For example, a malicious VM (say, VM12
which belongs to tenant administrator 1 (TA1)) can perform scanning
of another VM (say VM13 which belongs to TA2) and can obtain
detailed information and exploit the vulnerabilities present in the
victim VM13 (VM-VM) (line 3). A malicious tenant user can also cause
Guest Denial of Service (DoS) attack by starving the resources of the
server at the virtualization-layer (line 4). If a TA has requested free
communication between its VMs (say VM13 and VM22) which are
placed at different cloud compute servers, then the cloud provider will
not monitor their communications. In this case, a malicious tenant user
can exploit vulnerabilities in VM13 and launch attacks on other
machines (say VM22) (line 5).

There can also be attacks from the cloud administrator on a tenant
VM (a powerful malicious insider). Cloud administrator has access to
privilege domain (Dom0) of the VMM. A malicious cloud administrator
can misuse the information and cause further exploits (lines 6 and 7).
In fact, if the VMM is compromised and fails to provide proper
isolation between VMs, then the content can be seen by another VM
leading to disputes between tenants and the cloud provider (VMM-VM)
(line 8). At the physical level, if an attacker has obtained physical access
to a machine, then the attacker can launch hardware attacks on the
BIOS and PCI and gain access to hypervisor memory (line 9). This
security breach of bypassing VMM will also lead to compromise of
other VMs (line 10).

All these attacks, described above can be launched within a cloud
environment. Internet users can also target the cloud infrastructure to
gain access to cloud resources and can also use them to generate
attacks. Once an outsider is successful in gaining access to a tenant VM,
he/she can misuse it to launch further attacks such as flooding and
scanning (Outsider-VM) (line 11). The charges incurred by the misuse
of resources is paid by the victim tenant, potentially leading to further
disputes. In addition, if a tenant VM is compromised, an attacker can
generate traffic floods with ICMP/UDP packets having a spoofed source
address of another victim tenant VM, making it suffer from additional
billing charges.
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3.2. Attack taxonomy

An attack taxonomy represents a systematic framework of classify-
ing attacks. There can be many ways to provide attack taxonomy such
as layer-wise, node-wise and target-component wise. We have classified
the attacks based on target-component wise, where attacks target
specific layers of cloud as shown in Fig. 2. We have mainly considered
attacks in a virtualized cloud environment. Traditional attacks affecting
cloud servers such as administration control server or network server
have not been considered. The brief description of the attacks under
each category is described below:

3.2.1. VMA: attacks in virtual machines
Virtual Machines are most vulnerable part of the virtualized system

(line A) in a cloud environment, as they are easily accessible by tenant
users. Malicious tenants or cloud administrator can perform the attacks
in VMs described below:

VMA1: Cross-VM Side Channel: Side channel attacks exploit the
side channel information such as time, cache, heat, and power to
extract the confidential information from a victim's VM. Attackers can
bypass logical isolation between VMs via side channels. For example,
CPU cache is a fine-grained shared resource. Cache based side channel
attacks are classified into various types namely time-driven, access-
driven and trace-driven (Zhang et al., 2012).

VMA2 Guest DoS: Improperly configured hypervisor can allow a
single VM to consume all the resources, though not always. Resource
starvation causes DoS to other VM applications running on the same
physical machine. DoS attacks can also make some customer servers to
slow down some critical processes. For example, CVE-2007-4593
enables attacker to launch DoS attack on the VMWare Workstation
6.0 via vstor2-ws60.sys device driver (CVE, 2007).

VMA3: Information Leakage: VM memory information may leak in
different ways. Consider the case of VM information leakage using the
introspection function at the VMM. A malicious cloud administrator or
a malicious user who has obtained illegitimate access to the VMM, can
access the hardware state of the processes running in the VM by using

VMI libraries. For example, CR3 register in a Intel CPU holds the value
of process name and system call number of currently running process
in the VM on occurrence of syscalls. VM processes can be trapped from
VMM using techniques such as break point injection (Lengyel et al.,
2014). VM information can be leaked by continuous read operations of
VM states such as VM memory and vCPU register value.

VMA4: VM Escape: VM Escape is an attack in which attacker gain
access to the memory that is beyond access of compromised tenant VM
(memory of other guest VM, VMM or even host OS) and can read, write
or execute its contents. VM Escape can also be thought of as breaking
out of a VM and interacting with VMM/host operating system. Attacker
can further breach the isolation of VMs and can cause harm to other
guest VMs (Grobauer et al., 2011).

VM6: Malware Infection: Malware is a malicious code that is either
injected in a normal program or works as a self-explanatory code. Virus
and worms are some examples of malware that can corrupt the
important system or user files, and can even crash an OS by replicating
themselves. An attacker can inject the malware in a target VM to gain
root access of machine and later launch further attacks.

VMA7: Web Attacks: Enterprise adopting cloud infrastructure is
vulnerable to a large number of web attacks such as cross site scripting,
phishing and cookie manipulation, etc. For example, an attacker can
host a phishing site on the cloud servers. He/she can launch phishing
attack to gain access to the sensitive data of the users' such as credit
card details and passwords. Cloud-based phishing attack took place at
Raytheon (Nguyen, 2011). Attacker can also gain illegal privilege of a
guest VM if he/she successfully exploits existing vulnerability in web
services such as SSH (CVE-2010-4478) and web (CVE-2012-0392).

3.2.2. VMMA: attacks on virtual machine monitor
Attacker may exploit the programming code vulnerabilities present

in the VMM (line B) thereby causing harm to VMs under its control.
The description of some of the attacks that can be carried out is given
below:

VMMA1: VMM DoS: VMM operations can be badly affected by
resource starvation (such as RAM, CPU and network bandwidth). They

Fig. 1. Threat model in a cloud environment.
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can be interrupted if a complete shut-down of the VMM is caused or it
is restarted every time for the new services in VM. DoS is caused in
both situations. It will affect all VMs running on top of the VMM
(Pearce et al., 2013).

VMMA2: VMM Malware Injection: Malware can detect virtual
environment and respond by disabling or infecting critical components
such as the VMM. A malware can roll back the VMs and can restore
them to previous states.

VMMA3: VMM Hyperjacking: Hyperjacking attack refers to instal-
ling a rogue hypervisor that can take complete control of a server.
Rootkits based malware can cause hyperjacking attack. Hypervisor
level rootkits exploit the hardware virtualization features such as Intel
VT or AMD-V. They run with higher privileges than privilege domain
and host the target VMs. Bluepill and subvert are examples of it
(Hwang et al., 2013).

VMMA4: VMM Backdoor: An attacker can take a backdoor entry
into hypervisor's privilege domain by overwriting the hypervisor code
and manipulating the kernel data structures of guest OS; leaving all
bytes in the privilege domain unchanged. Detection is difficult if
conducted from a privilege domain. Wojtczuk (2008) implemented
two backdoors: one resides in the hypervisor code, and the other
resides in a hidden domain with artificially elevated privileges.

3.2.3. HA: attacks in hardware (low-level attacks)
If physical access to the host machine is obtained, it may facilitate

hardware threats on the machine. Some attacks which target hardware
layer of the cloud (line C) to breach the hardware security and to
compromise the integrity and privacy of tenant's VMs data (present in
memory and disk) are described below:

HA1: Direct Memory Access (DMA) Attack: In modern systems,
Direct Memory Access for devices provides faster access to memory
without the intervention of CPU. However, DMA code can be subjected
to malware infections such as DMA malware. They aim to launch
stealthy attacks against host-kernel by executing on dedicated hard-
ware. An attacker can access useful information such as cryptographic

keys for the hard disk and user's sensitive information located in a
cache. For example, DAGGER (Stewin and Bystrov, 2012) is a DMA
based keystroke logger which targets Windows and Linux systems even
if memory address randomization is implemented by the host. NoHype
(Keller et al., 2010), a security architecture for the cloud, is prone to
such attacks in which dedicated virtualization-aware hardware are
provided to each tenant VM.

HA2: Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) and System Management
Mode (SMM) Attacks: SMM is the highly privileged mode of CPU
which deals with system security functions and power management
functions etc. BIOS is responsible for implementation of SMM. On
insertion of the SMM pin, the CPU saves its entire state in separate
address location called as System Management RAM (SMRAM). SMM
is vulnerable to cache poisoning attack which allows an attacker to
insert malicious code temporarily in SMRAM. An attacker can subvert
the cache lines corresponding to SMM code (Kallenberg et al., 2013).

As BIOS is in charge of SMM, any vulnerability in BIOS can be used
to tamper the SMM functioning and allows an attacker to take
illegitimate access to system security functions. It could breach VM
isolation which imposes serious security threats to the integrity of VMs.
Kauer (2007) demonstrated the BIOS attack which modifies the TPM
(particularly Core Root of Trust for Measurement (CRTM) module)
without leaving any trace in the system.

3.2.4. VSA: attacks on virtual storage
Tenants share the same physical storage, divided into a large

number of logical units depending on the storage capacity. Such a
multitenancy can cause following major attacks at storage-layer of
cloud environment (line D):

VSA1: Data Remanence: Data Remanence represents residual
information of the data remained after deletion. Various file handling
operations such as the reformatting of storage, deletion operation may
result in data remanence. Such operations can cause disclosure of
user's sensitive information. In a cloud environment, virtual storage is
shared by different tenants. If a tenant removes his/her data, the

Fig. 2. Attack taxonomy in a cloud environment.
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virtual private sector is reallocated to another tenant user of the same
service provider. With the technical expertise, the bits of information
allocated to earlier data can be interpreted by enterprise hackers
(Gupta and Kumar, 2013).

VSA2: Data Leakage: Attacks such as password guessing and
dumpster diving can lead to VM data leakage. Attacker can also use a
tool such as key logger and gain authentication into target VM and
breach the VM data. VM backdoors (Subashini and Kavitha, 2011) can
also leak sensitive information such as VMware I/O backdoor (Ferrie,
2007).

VSA3: Dumpster Diving: Dumpster diving is an attempt of deriving
information from data which is declared as waste. The data is recovered
by the attacker that is discarded by cloud users or admin to gain useful
information out of it. An attacker can also target a specific user who has
shared his/her data with the cloud. Discarded information may include
authentication information, cookie information, credit card details,
other technical manuals or organizational chart (Gupta and Kumar,
2013).

VSA4: Hash Value Manipulation: An attacker may manipulate the
hash value of the message and can get authorized access to the file
stored in the server. If manipulated hash value exists in the database,
server links the file to that hash value. If the modified hash value does
not exist, server requests a file from the user. The vulnerability may
exist if the server does the calculation using OpenSSL by using wrapper
class library Ncrypto. Attacker may modify Ncrypto, which is publicly
available (Mulazzani et al., 2011).

3.2.5. TNA: attacks in tenant network
We have considered the attacks in the tenant network in our attack

taxonomy which exploits the networking layer vulnerabilities of the
cloud (line E). Following are some attack examples:

TNA1: Live VM Migration and MITM attack: Adversary may sit
between two VM machines and may try to sniff the packets passing
through it when VM is migrated, or VMs communicate to each other.
An attacker can modify the data in communication by generating its
private key and sending to the CSP on behalf of the legitimate user.
Hence, the attack is called as Man in the Middle Attack (MITM).
Oberheide et al. (2008) have demonstrated MITM attack during the
migration of Xen guest or VMWare guest using Xensploit tool.

TNA2: VM Traffic spoofing: All VMs on the same network segment
are open to attacks and compromise from other VMs present on the
same network. A malicious user on one VM can perform IP spoofing in
which attack traffic is generated on behalf of legitimate tenant user and
sent to destination VM (Tupakula et al., 2011).

TNA3: VM Port scanning: Port scanning is an attack that does not
cause any harm on the VMs, but it gives the attacker some specific

information about the status of the ports that can be used for further
attacks such as DoS attacks. There are many scanning tools such as
hping3 (Sanfilippo, 2005) and nmap (Lyon, 2009) which are applicable
in a virtualized environment.

TNA4: Denial of Service: At network level, this attack is accom-
panied by IP spoofing and flooding or simply flooding. Attacker floods
with spoofed packets to the broadcast address. The sender address is
target VM's IP address providing a service on the cloud. On receiving
the packet, each node responds to the server hosting the VM with
particular spoofed IP, consuming the resources so that it can no longer
provide its intended service. If a DoS is initiated from more than one
source controlled by a master node then it is referred to as Distributed
Denial of service (DDoS) attack. TCP-SYN flood, ICMP flood, UDP
flood are specific types of DDoS attacks (Varadharajan and Tupakula,
2014).

TNA5: VM Traffic sniffing: In the environment where VMs are
connected via virtual switches, packet sniffing is done at the virtual
switch level. Hypervisors like VMware EXSi and Virtual box link the
VMs via bridge or router and provide logical isolation between the
VMs. Physically the VMs share the same hardware resources. Attacker
can exploit this vulnerability in sniffing the virtual network to gain
sensitive information of VMs.

4. Deployment of IDS in cloud

We have classified the deployment approaches of IDS in a cloud
environment into five categories: (A) In-Guest agent based approach
(B) In-VMM agent based approach (C) Network-Monitor based
approach (D) Collaborative agent based approach (E) Distributed
approach as listed and compared in Table 1.

In-Guest agent based approach configures and executes the security
tools inside a VM and hence it has good visibility of the monitored VM.
It can perform deep scanning of packets leaving or entering the VMs. It
can also perform host audit log analysis, system call analysis and
program analysis of the monitored VM, as it has direct access to all
contextual information of monitored VM. Hence, performance in such
a deployment scenario is good. However, it is less attack resistant as
the security tools can be easily compromised. The advantage with In-
Guest agent based approach is that it does not require any modification
in the hypervisor and runs as an application in a tenant virtual
machine, which is configured and controlled by the tenant. It is best
suited to provide a primary defense from attackers without the need of
introspection functionality. As an individual IDS instance works in
isolation, it does not provide security from collaborative attacks such as
DDoS attack. Lee et al. (2011) proposed a Multi-Level Cloud-IDS that
binds the users to different security groups based on the anomaly score

Table 1
Classification of IDS deployment approaches in cloud.

Parameter In-Guest agent (A) In-VMM agent (B) Network Monitor
(C)

Collaborative-agent (D) Distributed (E)

Placement of IDS VM VMM Network switches VM, VMM or network points VM and CMS
Visibility of monitored

machine
Good Average Poor Good for CGA and average for

CVMM
Good

Performance Good Average Poor Better than A for CGA and Better
than B for CVMM

Better than A

Attack Resistance Less High Higher than others High for CVMM and Less for CGA Higher than A and
Lesser than others

Hypervisor
Dependency

Independent Dependent Independent Dependent for CVMM and
Independent for CGA

Independent

Configured and
Controlled by

Tenants Cloud Administrator Cloud Administrator Cloud Administrator Cloud Administrator

Collaborative Attacks Cannot be detected Cannot be detected Cannot be detected Detected Detected
Introspection

Functionality
Not Applied Applied Not Applied Applied in CVMM Not Applied

Tools used BOS (Kang et al., 2005),
SIM (Sharif et al., 2009)

Xenini (Maiero and Miculan,
2011), LibVMI (Payne, 2012)

Snort-IDS (Gul and
Hussain, 2011)

Collabra (Bharadwaja et al., 2011),
Cooperative-agent (Lo et al., 2010)

MSCD (Gupta and
Kumar, 2014)
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and applies the security policies accordingly. When a user requests
access to the cloud system, an AAA (Authentication, Authorization and
Accounting) module is used to calculate the anomaly score of user and
based on the score, a suitable IDS is chosen for the virtual machine.
AAA requests the host to assign a chosen IDS to the guest OS image for
the user. Users' information, transactions and system logs are stored in
the database used to calculate the anomaly score. The database
periodically communicates with the AAA and the host OS. The IDS is
completely under the control of the virtual machine users.

In the case of In-VMM agent based approach, security tools are
installed at the hypervisor (VMM/Dom0) or below the hypervisor using
nested virtualization (Shi et al., 2016) which requires introspection
functionality. There are some VM Introspection libraries such as Ether
(Dinaburg et al., 2008), LibVMI (Xiong et al., 2012), Libvirt (Bolte
et al., 2010), XenAccess (Payne et al., 2007) and VMsafe (Kim and
Chanana, 2009) which can be used to retrieve the information about
processes running in a VM. The information is further analyzed by
security tools running at the VMM, which are configured and con-
trolled by the cloud administrator to detect any suspicious activity in
the monitored VM. These libraries are hypervisor dependent. In-VMM
agent based approach can access VM-specific information from the
privilege domain of VMM and there is a moderate level of visibility of
contextual information of the monitored machine. Moreover, VMM is
more secure than a VM, making the security tools high resistant to
attacks compared to other approaches where security tools run in the
same monitored machine. However, the performance of In-VMM agent
based approach is average when compared to other approaches because
of low-level semantic gap (Schneider et al., 2011) between guest OS
and host OS and due to privacy concerns of users preventing access of
VM information. The approach is hypervisor dependent and fails to
detect collaborative attacks. Lin et al. (2012) proposed a VMM-agent
based security framework to monitor all the VMs running on top. The
rules are configured differently for each VM depending on the applica-
tions and OS running on each virtual machine.

In Network-Monitor based approach, security tools such as IDS and
firewall are deployed at Network points such as entry point in the cloud
network (attached with the core switch) or other switches connecting
the sub-networks of cloud servers. In this case, the security tool has
poor visibility of the monitored VM and its performance is not as good
as other approaches particularly for detecting host based anomalies
such as VM Escape, rootkits, virus, worms and collaborative network
attacks. Detection of host based anomalies requires host audit log
information which is in the form of program byte codes, DLL functions,
API calls and system calls invoked by monitored programs. Such
information cannot be accessed from network points. However, traffic
payload information can be helpful in detecting network attacks such
as denial of service, port scanning and spoofing attacks. In addition, as
the security tool does not reside on the monitored machine, it is more
resistant to attacks compared to previous approaches; it is also
hypervisor independent and does not require any introspection func-
tionality. Snort-IDS is one such Network-Monitor based tool installed
at the network points. Gul and Hussain (2011) proposed the Cloud-IDS
deployed outside the VM servers at the network points such as routers,
switches and gateway, configured and controlled by the cloud admin-
istrator. A third party monitoring service is deployed outside the Cloud
Service Provider (CSP) infrastructure, which receives the alerts from
the IDS and informs users about the attacks on their machines. The
third party service also provides advice to the CSP about the mis-
configurations and loop holes in the IDS.

In the Collaborative Agent based approach, IDS is placed at
different locations such as at the VM, VMM or network points, and
they work with each other to detect various attacks in the cloud
including collaborative attacks. It can be hypervisor dependent or
independent, depending on the location of the IDS sensor. If IDS
sensors are deployed at each VMM such as in Collabra-IDS
(Bharadwaja et al., 2011), the communication is done via VMM event

channels which makes it hypervisor dependent. Collabra-IDS is a
Collaborative agent based approach at the VMM level (CVMM) and
checks the integrity of hypercalls. Each Collabra-IDS instance is
deployed at virtualization-layer of cloud servers. Each instance com-
municates via a logical control channel. The suspicious hypercalls are
labeled as untrusted and communicated to other instances. In the case
of Collaborative agent based approaches at the guest or network level,
communication is done via network interface in a traditional manner
which makes the approach hypervisor independent. Lo et al. (2010)
proposed a cooperative intrusion detection framework based on
Collaborative agent based approach (CGA). An IDS is deployed in each
Cloud Computing Server. Snort based IDS is integrated with other
components such as alert clustering, threshold computation and
comparison, intrusion response, blocking and cooperative operation.
A block table is maintained along with signature database containing
information about packets to be blocked. Snort first checks the packet
against block table and then against known signatures. Block table
maintains the rules for most recent attacks and is updated on
occurrence of a new attack. Probability of such attacks will be higher
and hence checked first. If the packet is abnormal then it is forwarded
to alert clustering that determines the severity of packet based on the
threshold value. IDS drops the serious or moderate packets and accepts
other packets. Intrusion response component blocks the bad packet
and an alert is passed to other IDS components. Cooperative agent in
each IDS is responsible for receiving alerts from other IDS compo-
nents. It decides on the majority vote based on a threshold value. If
majority vote is higher than the threshold, it adds a new blocking rule
in the block table, otherwise discards the alerts as false. The visibility of
the host is good for CGA and average for CVMM. The performance of
collaborative approaches is good for detecting attacks such as botnet
and DDoS attacks in cloud. The overall performance of CGA is an
improvement over approach A (In-Guest agent) whereas CVMM
provides an improvement in performance over approach B (In-VMM
agent) by integrating collaborative communication feature with exist-
ing approaches. Attack resistance is high for CVMM and less so for
CGA based on the location of IDS sensors. CVMM approach uses
introspection feature to access the VM information such as hypercall
information whereas CGA does not require any introspection function-
ality.

Some researchers Roschke et al. (2009) and Gupta and Kumar
(2014) proposed the Distributed approach in which IDS instances run
over individual tenant VMs (TVMs) on a Cloud Compute Server but are
configured and controlled by a Cloud Controller Server (CCS). In this
case, the IDS instances use the resources of VM for their operation
where there is no control for tenants, making it more attack-resistant
than In-Guest agent based approach. The cloud administrator is
responsible for responding to alerts and creating policies. He / She
also manages how an IDS instance will behave for a specific tenant VM.
It has good visibility of the host machine as it is deployed at each tenant
VM. The Cloud administrator (CA) can specify how a tenant VM IDS
instance should behave, which makes it achieve better performance
than the In-Guest agent based approach. The IDS monitor also
provides a summary of attack statistics which is made available to
cloud administrator so that cloud can be collectively monitored for
collaborative attacks. CCS regularly gets alerts from individual tenant
VMs about the attacks that have happened and acts as a central point
for log management. It also helps security experts to identify the
frequency of attacks at a cloud host and the associated VMs. It is
hypervisor independent and can work in different cloud platforms
without the need of introspection functions.

5. Taxonomy of IDS techniques

In this section, we present the state of the art IDS techniques in a
cloud environment as shown in Fig. 3. We have classified techniques of
intrusion detection into five types: (i) Misuse Detection (ii) Anomaly
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Detection (iii) Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) (iv) Hypervisor
Introspection (HVI) and (v) Hybrid techniques. Each technique is
further classified based on the detection approach employed (described
in detail under each subsection). We begin with the discussion on
misuse detection techniques.

5.1. Misuse detection techniques

Misuse Detection techniques match the current behavior recorded
in audit trails with known attack patterns. Data is collected from
various sources such as network traffic records. The collected raw data
is first preprocessed and converted into a useful format before passing
it to the Detection Engine. The Detection Engine implements a decision
model which decides whether to pass the data or generate an alert
based on some known behavior. The known behavior can be in the
form of a signature or attack profile generated by machine learning
algorithm over a labeled dataset. If the current system activity matches
with the known attack behavior, an alarm is raised to concerned
authority (cloud administrator/tenant) as shown in Fig. 4. In the
virtualization-layer, misuse detection systems are deployed at the
tenant VMs and able to detect outsider attacks targeting VMs and
some Inter VM attacks (VM-VM). Misuse detection techniques
(Barbara and Jajodia, 2002) can be further classified into two types:
Knowledge based approaches and Machine learning based approaches,
which are explained in detail below:

5.1.1. Knowledge based approaches
In knowledge-based approaches, network traffic or host audit data

such as system call traces are compared against predefined rules or
attack patterns. State transition analysis, signature-based analysis,
rule-based expert systems are some examples of knowledge-based
system (Pathan, 2014). Signature-based analysis maintains a database
of rules for detecting different types of known attacks. The incoming
packets are scanned against fixed patterns. If any of the patterns
matches with the packet header, the packet is flagged as anomalous.
State transition analysis maintains a state transition model of the
system for the known suspicious patterns. Different branches of the
model lead to a final compromised state of the machine. The rule-based
expert system maintains a database of rules for different intrusive
scenarios.

Signature-based techniques have been used for detecting intrusions
in cloud. Roschke et al. (2009) proposed VM integrated IDS which
consists of various IDS sensor VMs and IDS Management unit. IDS
Management unit consists of Event Gatherer, Event Database, Analysis
Component and IDS Remote Controller. This unit is connected to
various sensors remotely. The central IDS management will gather
alerts from various virtual components of the user machine and
converts them into common format named as Intrusion Detection
Message Exchange Format (IDMEF) and stores them in the event
database. It further analyzes and correlates various alerts for detecting
the presence of any malicious behavior. Users can configure the IDS by
the Remote Controller which is a part of IDS VMManagement unit and
take actions such as dropping or ignoring packets. Cloud Service
Provider is responsible for deploying such IDS in virtual components
and monitoring them.

Lin et al. (2012) proposed a NIDS which is deployed at the privilege

Fig. 3. Taxonomy of IDS techniques in cloud.
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domain of VMM. The detection rules in NIDS are configured for each
VM according to the OS and services running in the VM. VM
information is obtained from the operating system kernel map in the
hypervisor. Services are identified, and rules are updated dynamically.
Contents of the memory region of the VM are used to refer to the VM
information. In Win32, TIB (Thread Information Block) and PEB
(Process Environment Block) can be used to refer to the OS version. In
Windows, kernel establishes EPROCESS data structure and MTOM
data structure to refer to processes and information related to those
processes. The model is implemented in the virtual platform of Linux
3.2.1, WinXP and Win7. Snort is used for network intrusion detection.

Kholidy et al. (2013) proposed hierarchical and autonomous cloud-
based intrusion detection system to secure VMs and back-end servers.
IDS is placed in the VM management server, and it sends the alarm
with associated risk impact factor to the Controller. The key compo-
nents of the framework are Event Collector, Event Correlator, Event
Analyzer (NIDS analyzer, HIDS analyzer, DDSGA analyzer) and
Controller. Event Collector collects host based and network based
events from various sensors and correlates host and network events to
observe the user behavior in several VMs. Event Analyzers detect the
host and network events, based on the probability of user actions
leading to attacks and communicates to the Controller for appropriate
actions. The autonomous Controller provides the most appropriate
response to protect the cloud environment. It has self-resilience and
fault tolerance features.

Parallel computing techniques are used by some of the traditional
knowledge-based IDS techniques, which can also be used for improving
the performance of IDS in the cloud environment. Kopek et al. (2007)
proposed a new parallel IDS content matching technique namely
Divide Data Parallel (DDP) Intrusion Detection Technique. It distri-
butes portions of a packet payload across an array of n processors. Each
processor scans the portion of data in parallel thus reducing the overall
delay. It also incorporates a lightweight synchronization system that
mitigates the impact of data overlaps. Performance is better than
earlier approaches. However, an attack signature can be detected if it
exists within the packet fragment. DDP achieves a speed up of 2.66
with 2 processors and 10.65 speed up with 8 processors. An average
speed up is 1.25n where n is the number of processors. The limitation
with this approach is that it results in false negatives if a signature
spans across multiple fragments.

Vokorokos et al. (2013) proposed a NIDS architecture that uses
cluster of nodes (Gnort sensors) to capture Network packets. Gnort is a
modified version of Snort that uses the parallel computing power of
GPU processors. There is a coordinator of these nodes namely ‘mentor’
which provides cooperation between the nodes. Three parts of archi-

tecture are: network activity capturing layer, intrusion detection layer
and synchronization layer. Mentor node controls the whole system. It
consists of the user interface, and a central database that involves all
results and records gathered from the elementary NIDS. It also
performs normalization of alerts gathered from various NIDS. The
limitation with this approach is that the mentor system does not have
the whole visibility of the network. So it is not able to consider the
parameters such as changes in network topology and bandwidth
change while updating the rules or distributing load on elementary
NIDSs.

Meng et al. (2013) proposed a cloud-based parallel exclusive
signature matching model for intrusion detection. It is based on the
principle of identifying a mismatch rather than indicating an accurate
match, as the probability of attack signature is very less with the
normal network traffic. The scheme maintains a table of four fields
namely SNS (Stored NIDS signatures), MNS (Matched NIDS signa-
tures), SCQ1 (Single Character frequency based on SNS) and SCQ2
(Single character frequency based on MNS). All characters in SCQ1 and
SCQ2 are arranged in the descending order. In the first round, all single
characters from SCQ2 or SCQ1 are compared with the input string one
by one. If none of the characters is found in the payload, no match is
declared, and the payload string is treated as a normal string.
Otherwise second round (Boyer- Moore algorithm) is executed which
confirms whether a signature string is a substring of payload string.
CPEMM reduces the time consumption by 50% of total processing
time. The limitation is that its performance is lower as the traffic
contains a large number of anomalous packets and string matching
requires two rounds to verify each packet.

Rule based analysis using signature matching technique fails to
detect novel attack patterns. It is also a tedious and time-consuming
task to maintain an up-to-date database of all possible attack patterns.
In addition, signature matching techniques for detecting low frequency
attacks such as rootkit, virus and worm can be evaded by attackers
using obfuscation and encryption techniques. However, rule based
analysis using machine learning technique can be helpful in detecting
novel attacks whose signatures are similar to the learned attack
patterns.

5.1.2. Machine learning based approaches
Misuse detection can also be performed using supervised classifica-

tion algorithms such as Back Propagation ANN (BP-ANN) (Hecht-
Nielsen, 1989), Decision Tree (DT) (Quinlan, 2014) and Multi class
Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) which are
well known machine learning approaches. Machine learning ap-
proaches for misuse detection provide a learning based system to

Fig. 4. Conceptual working of misuse detection approaches.
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discover classes of attacks based on learned normal and attack
behaviors. The goal of machine learning methods is to generate a
general representation of attacks. The attack behavior is automatically
induced in the representation rather than predefined. The algorithms
are used to find the inherent associations in the data or any irregularity
with the data.

Kim et al. (2014) used a single classification algorithm SVM for
detecting network anomalies. SVM builds a decision model in the form
of the hyperplane in the training process which consists of support
vector and weight vector values. SVM requires many tweaks in
parameter setting to determine the optimal value of parameters.
Amiri et al. (2011) proposed a feature selection technique and applied
it with the SVM for classifying intrusions in the network to improve its
accuracy. The feature selection method is named as Modified Mutual
Information based Feature Selection approach (MMIFS). MMIFS
selects features with maximum mutual information, which is found
to perform well. Tajbakhsh et al. (2009) presents the usage of fuzzy
association rules for detecting intrusions. A membership function
based on Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering is used to perform the
transformation of features to items.

Motivated by the use of machine learning algorithms in misuse
detection, some authors have applied these methods in cloud environ-
ment as well for learning the behavior of cloud network traffic. Li et al.
(2012) proposed a distributed IDS system based on BP ANN based
technique in a cloud environment. IDS nodes are trained using ANN
algorithm over a large dataset of VM traffic (normal and anomalous) to
learn about the VM profile. The trained ANN does the analysis over
network traffic for anomaly detection. It raises alarms for malicious
activities. ANN provides good accuracy of 99.7% in 6 min 35 sec. of
training time with 7 nodes model. Pandeeswari and Kumar (2016)
demonstrated the use of machine learning for intrusion detection at the
hypervisor. Their technique is based on virtual network traffic analysis
that is collected at the hypervisor in normal and anomalous scenarios.
They proposed Fuzzy C-mean Clustering with ANN to learn the input
training instances. The collected instances are used as a training
database for the classifier. Fuzzy clustering algorithm creates cluster
subsets based on membership value. ANN algorithm then trains each
sub-cluster which are combined by aggregation module. The technique
is found to perform well for capturing the anomalous traffic generated
by VM and provides an average detection rate of 97.55% with 3.77%
average false alarm rate for detecting intrusions. However, it involves
extensive training due to the complexity of the algorithms.

Machine learning techniques which are based on supervised
classification algorithms may fail to detect novel attacks whose attack
pattern are very much different than learned attack patterns. We now
discuss below how anomaly detection techniques can be used to
overcome this limitation:

5.2. Anomaly based techniques

Anomaly based techniques are based on making a behavior profile
of system and keep updating it time to time. Any deviation from the
learned behavior flags the suspicious activity in the network/system.
They are different than misuse detection as they do not have any
knowledge of the attack patterns. Hence, the techniques can detect
zero-day attacks. A zero-dayy attack refers to exploitation of a vulner-
ability that has not been known earlier. Researchers have proposed
anomaly detection systems for cloud using: network behavior analysis
and program behavior analysis techniques. The program behavior
analysis can be: dynamic analysis (run-time behavior capturing) and
static analysis (program code analysis).

In network behaviour analysis, packet sniffer such as tshark
(Wireshark, 2015) collects the network traces. In dynamic analysis of
programs, system call tracer such as strace (Levin, 2010) is used to
collect the dynamic features such as traces of monitored programs. In
static analysis, packet unpacker (mainly for obfuscated code) and

packet disassemble such as IDA (Hex-Rays, 2011) is used to extract
the static features such as program byte code, DLL function calls and
API calls. The collected raw data is first preprocessed and converted
into a useful format before passing it to a Detection Engine. The
Detection Engine, in each type of analysis, applies specific anomaly
detection algorithm based on the information to be analyzed. It
provides a decision on the received data and generates an alert based
on any suspicious behavior. If the current system activity shows the
deviation from the normal behavior of the system, an alarm is raised to
the concerned authority (e.g. cloud administrator/tenant). The con-
ceptual working of anomaly detection approaches is shown in Fig. 5.
Anomaly based systems are deployed at the tenant VMs in the
virtualization layer and able to detect outsider attacks that compromise
VMs and some inter-VM attacks. The detailed description about
network behavior analysis and program behavior analysis approaches
are given below:

5.2.1. Behavior analysis of network traffic
Network traffic analysis techniques captures the incoming and

outgoing packets from the system. The traffic features such as port
number, source address, destination address, service and the number
of connections to same destination are the basic attributes in building
the normal profile of the virtual/physical system. Anomaly detection
techniques based on analysis of network traffic are widely categorized
into three types: statistical approaches, machine learning based
approaches and finite state machine (FSM) based approaches
(Garcia-Teodoro et al., 2009). However, we have considered only
FSM based and machine learning based approaches in our taxonomy
as they are the ones used by researchers working in cloud security.
They are described in detail below:

5.2.1.1. Finite state machine based approaches. A finite state
machine (FSM) produces a behavioral model which is composed of
states, transitions and actions. A state stores the information about the
past, a transition represents change from one state to another on
occurrence of an event and action represents the response to be taken.
Kumar et al. (2011) has proposed an intrusion detection approach in a
cloud environment based on state-based analysis that makes use of
hidden Markov technique to model the transitions of user behavior
over a long span of time. It detects the intrusions based on the behavior
probability. HMM develops the data seeking profile of users that acts as
a baseline profile and is factored into three profiles: low, middle and
high. The high profile is the one that matches with the baseline model
of the user. Middle profile refers to the current profile of user that
partially matches with baseline profile of the user. If patterns have very
low probability of matching, they will correspond to the low profile. All
matching is done based on a certain threshold value set for each profile.
In this way, even if a user hacks username and password, his/her
profile will have low value. An IDS will be configured based on the
profile matching the behavior of currently observed patterns.

5.2.1.2. Machine learning based approaches. Anomaly detection can
also be performed using semi-supervised and unsupervised algorithms
such as self organizing map neural network (Kohonen, 1990),
clustering algorithms (Casas et al., 2012) and one class SVM (Yang
et al., 2016). Machine learning approaches for anomaly detection
provide a learning based system to discover zero-day attacks. Khan
et al. (2007) proposed the intrusion detection technique that combines
SVM with hierarchical clustering. Hierarchical clustering improves the
efficiency of SVM and reduces the training time. In the first phase of the
algorithm, hierarchical clustering is carried out using Dynamically
Growing Self-Organizing Tree (DGSOT) algorithm (López-Rubio et al.,
2016) over the training dataset. Each iteration adds new nodes to the
tree based on the learning process. SVM is trained on the tree after
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each iteration to reduce computational overhead. The trained model
represents the hyperplane. The data points closest to the hyperplanes
are called support vectors. In the next phase, only generated support
vectors are passed to clustering algorithm to control the tree growth
and therefore only support vector nodes grow. Stopping criteria such as
tree size or accuracy determines the number of times iterations that are
to be repeated. The approach does not provide a good accuracy for low-
frequency attacks such as privilege escalation attacks.

Srinivasan et al. (2012) proposed eCloudIDS to identify various
anomalies in the cloud VMs. The two key components of the system are
uX-Engine subsystem (Tier 1) and sX-Engine subsystem (Tier 2). A
Cloud Instance Monitor (CIM) subsystem observes the actions per-
formed by user on a user specified application directory and informs H-
log-H component for immediate logging. An Audit Log Preprocessor
(ALP) extracts the information from H-log-H and pre-processes it to
make it compatible with uX-Engine subsystem which is a learning
subsystem and uses unsupervised classification algorithm particularly
self organizing map (Kohonen, 1990) as a first tier detection to detect
the normal behavior, abnormality or special permission. It commu-
nicates with Permission Recorder to verify the abnormality. The
technical description of second tier sX-ENgine is based on any existing
supervised classification technique. The unsupervised learning ap-
proach applied by eCloudIDS provides 89% detection rate with 2%
false negative rate and 9% false positive rate.

These techniques are found to perform well for detecting network
traffic attacks such as DoS, port scanning and IP spoofing. However,
the techniques are less capable of detecting privilege escalation attacks
such as virus, rootkit, worms and VM Escape attacks, as the statistics of
network connections of these attacks are similar to normal traffic. An
attacker exploits the vulnerability present in the user/system programs,
operating system, or the hypervisor. The execution of malicious
program script causes the execution of a certain system call pattern
in an abnormal way. Therefore, careful examination of suspicious
sequence of system calls, presence of specific commands or processes
may provide some idea to detect such attacks. The detailed description
of program behavior analysis approaches is given below:

5.2.2. Behavior analysis of programs
Network Traffic analysis is not sufficient to detect all kinds of

attacks. Behavior analysis of programs is helpful in detecting low-
frequency attacks such as rootkits and VM Escape. Behavior analysis
techniques are categorized into two classes: Dynamic Behavior
Detection (DBD) and Static Behavior Detection (SBD). Dynamic
analysis and static analysis approaches are discussed in detail below:

5.2.2.1. Dynamic Behavior Detection. Dynamic Behavior Detection
(DBD) approaches collect the system calls of the monitored programs
in all possible execution scenarios and make a baseline profile for
further analysis. The techniques assume that malicious programs
invoke a malicious sequence of system calls which deviate from the
normal execution scenario. The dynamic behavior of a program
remains the same even if code is obfuscated. The approaches are
categorized into four types: enumeration-based approach, frequency-
based approach, state-based approaches and machine learning based
approach. We have included all four classes in our taxonomy as each of
the them has been applied for intrusion detection in cloud. They are
explained in detail below:

Enumeration based approaches. Enumeration based approaches
make an ordered list of system call sequences of monitored programs.
Researchers have used this concept for detecting anomalies,
particularly host based anomalies. Forrest et al. (1996) initiated the
use of system call analysis many years ago. Initially, they proposed
look-ahead pair based approach in which a database of system calls is
prepared in the form of two values. Each entry in the database
represents a system call, and an immediate subsequence of system
calls in a window of size n. All unique system call entries are recorded.
The sliding window moves by one position each time, and various
system call entries are recorded with their immediate subsequences.
The database serves a baseline for future system call traces. In their
extended work (Forrest et al., 1996), they proposed Sequence Time
Delay Embedding (STIDE) approach based on the analysis of the short
sequence of system calls. The approach observed that fixed-length
contiguous sequences have better-discriminating power than look
ahead pairs. A sliding window of fixed size is used to produce the

Fig. 5. Conceptual working of anomaly detection approaches.
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short sequence of system calls. The approach is found to perform better
than look-ahead pair approach.

Some researchers used this approach in the cloud. Gupta and
Kumar (2015) proposed intrusion detection technique based on system
call analysis named as Immediate System Call Sequence (ISCS) for
detecting attacks in a cloud environment. The approach does not use
any learning based system instead it creates a database of system calls
structured in key-value pair format. A key represents a unique system
call name whereas value represents an immediate sequence of system
calls following it during program execution. The programs to be
monitored are listed in the configuration file as specified by cloud
admin. Cloud admin performs the program-wide detection by match-
ing the baseline ISCS snapshot with individual ISCS snapshot. Any
mismatch from baseline database corresponds to anomalous sequence.
ISCS achieves 98% accuracy for intrusion detection.

Gupta and Kumar (2014) proposed an approach named as
Malicious System Call execution Detection (MSCD) based on program
cum system-wide detection. The approach creates a program-wide
MSCD database at each VM and system-wide MSCD database at cloud
manager. Program-wide detection matches the current individual
MSCD snapshot of each client VM with baseline MSCD snapshot at
client VM. System-wide detection matches the current ISCS snapshots
of client VMs with MSCD snapshots at cloud admin. The approach
provides reliability even if IDS daemon at client VM is subverted, and
intrusions can be detected at the system level. MSCD algorithm is
tested for validation over UNM (University of New Mexico) sendmail
dataset and achieves an accuracy of 80% with 3% false negative rate.

Frequency-based approaches. A rare pattern may occur because of
sudden misuse behavior of a normal user such as invoking the
unwanted function, overflowing the buffer or any unexpected error.
Just by mismatches, we cannot be sure about the anomalous behavior
of a trace. In some cases abnormal sequences may be present in a
database and their frequency of occurrences may not be too high.
Hence, a further step to improve the discriminating power of n-grams
(short sequences of system calls) is to count the occurrences of patterns
in the trace. Frequency based methods are based on the frequency
distribution of normal and abnormal sequences of systems calls. Some
of the examples of frequency-based approaches are described below:

Warrender et al. (1999) extended the methodology named as
STIDE (Hofmeyr et al., 1998). They added a frequency threshold to
stide approach, named as sequence Time Delay Embedding with
Frequency Threshold (T-STIDE). If a match occurs, it further checks
for the frequency of occurrences of the sequence in the database. If the
frequency of occurrence is lower than a predefined threshold, the
instance is treated as a rare sequence. All the rare sequences and all the
mismatch sequences are checked against Locality Frame Count (LFC).
LFC count is calculated for locality frame of 20 system calls, which tells
how many of the last 20 sequences are a mismatch. Helman and
Bhangoo (1997) proposed anomaly detection method that makes use of
frequency distribution of anomalous and normal sequences. They have
assumed that sequences that infrequently occur in normal traces and
frequently in intrusive traces are suspicious. However, sequences
within a trace are not stationary.

Kang et al. (2005) combined the frequency-based approach with
machine learning approaches. They have considered all sequences in
the database. The approach first converts the input system call traces
into numeric feature vector called as ‘Bag of system calls’ which
represents the occurrences of each system call. Therefore, the ordering
information between system call is lost. Here each feature is defined by
Xi c c c c cm= { 1, 2, 3, 4…. } where ci is the total occurrences of a system
call sj and m is the total number of system calls in input sequence Zi. A
classifier is trained for generated features which is found to provide
good accuracy for unknown instances than non-learning based sys-

tems.
Alarifi and Wolthusen (2012) presented the use of traditional ‘Bag

of system calls’ (Kang et al., 2005) in a cloud environment for detecting
anomalies. Initially data collection is carried out in which a large
collection of traces is collected over a period from VMs. The approach
assumes that VMs are not malicious for some duration when they are
initialized and are limited. They have collected IOCTL (input/output
control services and application) system calls in KVM-based virtualiza-
tion using Linux Strace utility. The time complexity of the approach is
linear O (n) where n is total number of lines in input file. Detection rate
is 100% with 11.11% false positive with sliding window of size 6. The
limitation with this approach is that it does not provide any generic
behavior of the system call patterns.

Finite state machine based approaches. FSM based approaches
have also been used for detecting malicious programs sequences. Cho
and Park (2003) presented an anomaly detection technique based on
Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The authors have observed that HMM
takes an unusually longer time to build the model of all normal user
processes. Therefore, they have improved the efficiency of HMM by
modeling it only for privileged programs. Privileged programs are those
programs that are invoked by a user program for executing some
system services in the machine. So temporarily the effective used id
(EUID) of program changes to root when the user program invokes
such programs. After performing the designated task, the user program
state comes to a normal state in which EUID becomes user id in the
normal execution of program whereas, in the case of malicious file
execution, the EUID remains same even after performing the
designated task. Attacker bypasses the root privileges and uses them
for launching further attacks. HMM models the various stages of
programs in the case of normal execution of such privilege programs. It
provides the output probability from one state to other and probability
of each state producing an output symbol (system call).

Yin et al. (2003) presented the usage of Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) for anomaly detection model. Earlier approaches were tedious
and time-consuming as application programs are constantly updated;
so building a profile for all of them is very difficult. Authors mentioned
that temporal signatures are stable, and hence modeling the temporal
behavior will improve the effectiveness of IDS. Therefore, the authors
used HMM to learn the temporal behavior of normal sequences of the
database. HMM uses probability calculation which is again a time-
consuming task, but it provides good detection results.

Some researchers used state transition approaches for analyzing the
system call patterns of processes running in cloud VMs. Alarifi and
Wolthusen (2013) have used HMM to generate more accurate normal
behavior of programs that is based on probability calculations of
system calls. The learning of HMM is based on Baum-Welch algorithm.
KVM hypervisor is used in their implementation. HMM takes the
collected VM system calls as input and generates the state transition
diagram in which each transition is presented by the probability of
reaching to other states, and probability of producing next input
symbol (system call). Here they have used different scenarios in
training. In one scenario, they considered all possible system calls. In
another scenario, only IOCTL system calls are considered. They tested
the accuracy by DoS attacks patterns and found that first scenario
provides 100% detection rate with 5.66% false positive whereas only
IOCTL considerations lead to only 83% detection rate.

The techniques discussed so far lack in providing the generic
behavior of the programs and hence may produce more false positives
for detecting novel attacks. Next we will explain machine learning
based approaches to overcome these limitations.

Machine learning based approaches. Machine learning techniques
are applied with the existing techniques to provide a generic model
which represents the normal system call patterns of the programs. Lee
et al. (1997) proposed the usage of RIPPER algorithm for detecting
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anomalies in the traces executed in the machine. Training dataset
creation is based on the concept of sliding window. Fixed length system
call sub-sequences are created at each slide of the sliding window.
RIPPER generates rules for the input patterns. The incoming packets
are tested against the learned behavior of the input patterns. Any
mismatch corresponds to the anomalous sequence. The author
proposed a post-processing phase to improve the prediction rate of
RIPPER algorithm. In the post-processing, abnormal predictions made
by RIPPER are counted. If more than l (some threshold) predictions
are abnormal, the current region is abnormal. If total percentage of
abnormal regions goes beyond 2%, then the trace is intrusive.

Arshad et al. (2013) proposed a intrusion severity analysis ap-
proach for cloud environment, which is implemented at Dom0 of the
hypervisor. They have considered seven security requirements in their
model: work state integrity, guest OS integrity, zombie protection, DoS,
malicious resource exhaustion, platform attacks and backdoor protec-
tion. System calls are mapped according to the security requirements
using REMUS (Bernaschi et al., 2002) classification. Intrusion detec-
tion module uses misuse detection approach based on known attack
patterns to detect suspicious system calls running in the VM. If a
system call is found suspicious, it is transferred to severity analysis
module (SAM) which uses anomaly detection technique (using DT) to
identify severity of system call. SAM consults with a profile engine to
obtain VM specific information such as security characteristics of VM
and evaluates the severity of system call. The technique provides an
average detection rate of 90.7954% for self generated dataset. It is not
clear how the system calls are intercepted at the hypervisor.

5.2.2.2. Static Behavior Detection
Specification-based approaches. Static Behavior Detection (SBD)

approaches perform the analysis of program codes and generation of
the behavioral profile of programs without running them. Static
analysis captures all possible behavior of programs whereas dynamic
analysis captures the current behavior of the program. They are
categorized into two types: Specification based and Profile based.
They are discussed in detail below:

Ko et al. (1994) proposed anomaly detection approach based on the
specification of programs. A specification of program predefines its
intended behavior and is defined in terms of policies. Hackers can
exploit privilege programs. For example, rdist (Remote File
Distribute Program) program that is used to maintain consistency of
files, distributed in multiple hosts, can be exploited in the following
way: A normal user invokes rdist to update one of his files on
localhost. After that, rdist creates the temporary file before finishing
copying. The attacker renames the temporary file and creates the
symbolic link with the same name as the temporary file. After finishing
copying, when rdist changes the permission of temporary file using
chmod command, the ownership of symbolic link is also affected.
Hence an attacker can access the temporary file even after rdist
finishes copying. Authors have proposed specification policy to specify
the behavior of each program (such as rdist) to prevent illegitimate
actions. Although program policies are concise and clear, it is not easy
to write such specifications as it requires the specialized knowledge of
program function.

Specification based approaches are not suitable for the cloud
environment. They will increase the overhead of cloud administrator
to set specification policies for all privilege programs running in
different cloud servers. Writing such a policy itself is a tedious and
time-consuming task and may prone to programming errors. It also
requires regular maintenance of the policy database.

Profile based approaches
Profile based approaches refers to making a generic behavioral

profile of the system based on the static analysis of program behavior.

The generic profile, first extracts the required information (features)
from the programs and then applies machine learning to the extracted
features of monitored programs to distinguish between normal and
anomalous behavior. Below are some of the examples of profile based
approach:

Semantic analysis methods have been applied to extract the
semantic information of the programs running on monitored machine.
Yuxin et al. (2011) presented the method for deriving the static system
call sequences and proposed two methods for deriving the features
from a dataset based on n-grams. In their methodology, the first step is
to decompile the executables and generate the assembly code, next CFG
is constructed and then CFG is translated into a running tree to give the
flow of sequences. All the branches are traversed and concatenated to
get the whole sequences. All the system calls are converted into short
sequences (n-grams) using sliding window of size 3 (n=3). They have
used two different techniques for feature selection: Information Gain
(IG) and Document Frequency (DF) individually. IG is used to measure
the bits of Information obtained from an n-gram. DF defines the total
number of system call traces containing an n-gram sequence. Results of
different classifiers such as kNN, DT and SVM with DF seem to be
better.

Schultz et al. (2001) presented the use of data mining methods to
deal with the new malicious executable. Initially, they created a binary
profile by extracting different features of the programs such as
Dynamic Link Library (DLL) loaded by the program, DLL and their
function calls and some different calls within each DLL using a libBFD
utility (from PE binaries). They used RIPPER algorithm to generate the
rules based on the DLL call made by the programs to distinguish
between normal and abnormal behavior. Further, they extracted
features such as GNU strings from the non-PE binaries. The data set
based on the GNU string representation is trained using Naive Bayes
classifier that calculates the probability of occurrences of strings in the
benign or malicious sequences. If given a program with a set of
features, then the probability of occurrence of a program to each class
is calculated. The maximum likelihood corresponds to the output class.
The author reported the detection rate of RIPPER with DLL functions
(features) to be 71.05% with 7.77% false positive rate. Naive Bayes
provides 97.43% detection rate with 3.80% false positive whereas
Multi-Naive Bayes outperforms other methods and provides the
97.76% detection rate.

Masud et al. (2007) proposed an efficient feature extraction
technique to extract features from the data set used for program
behavior analysis. They have extracted three different types of features:
binary features, derived assembly features, and dynamic link library
features. Binary features are n consecutive bytes (n-grams) extracted
from binary executables using UNIX Hexdump utility. Assembly n-
gram feature are extracted using PEDisassem (disassembly tool). This
tool generates the assembly code (with address and opcode) and a list
of DLL function calls. All the extracted data are stored in the form of
AVL tree to reduce the search time of n-grams. Feature selection is
done using Information Gain (IG) method. The hybrid feature set is
given as a feature set vector to SVM for training after feature selection.
However, attackers often use methods to obfuscate (polymorphic or
metamorphic) their code. Hence, a list of DLL function calls may not be
available. Moreover, one may compile the source code with different
compiler producing different executables. In this case, the method may
not be much effective.

In cloud environment, static analysis of program codes can be
helpful in identifying the malware codes installed in VMs. Researchers
can apply static analysis techniques as a first level of defense at tenant
VMs. The program vulnerability check is VM-specific as different OS
have different set of executable binaries. To provide a secure monitor-
ing place for security analyzer, VMI based techniques have been
introduced. We now discuss VMI techniques in detail below:

5.3. Virtual machine introspection (VMI) techniques. Advanced
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malware programs are intelligent to detect the malware analysis
components running in the monitored machine. They try to disable
or compromize the security tool without leaving any trace in the
system. Hence it is essential to monitor the VMs by placing the security
monitor at VMM. VMI techniques are specifically designed to provide
VM introspection from outside the tenant VM (generally deployed at
security VM (Dom0)). The conceptual working of VMI approaches is
shown in Fig. 6. The techniques utilize the features of the hypervisor
and introspection libraries such as LibVMI (Payne, 2012) which uses
guest symbol table to access the VM memory regions. VMI approaches
provide the high-level view of the VM memory which is analyzed by
security analyzer working in security VM (Dom0). For most of the VMI
techniques, all the security analysis code run in the security VM.
However, some approaches place a security module (trampoline code)
in the monitor VM which communicates the information to other
security modules running in security VM. If any of the VM memory
region is found to be suspicious, security analyzer generates an alert to
the cloud administrator. VMI approaches are helpful in cloud
environment where the provider wants to monitor the VM behavior
from the VMM. VMI-IDS are deployed at the VMM or in a privileged
VM. They can detect VM-VM attacks, insider VM attacks and especially
VM-VMM attacks. We have categorized them into five types based on
the introspection approach used: (i) Guest OS hook based (ii) VM state
access based (iii) Hypercall authentication based (iv) Kernel debugging
based (v) Interrupt based. A brief summary of VMI techniques is shown
in Table 2. Each of the VMI based approaches is discussed in detail
below:

5.3.1. Guest OS hook based approaches. Guest OS hooks based
VMI approaches inject hooks (In-VM agent) into the kernel of guest
OS. These hooks are kernel modules which send the required
information to VMI applications. These methods require modification
of guest OS and are less attack resistant than out VM approach.

Kourai and Chiba (2005) proposed VMI-based framework where
the introspecting component is positioned inside a second VM running
on the same host where first VM is running. The author named the
introspected VM as VM server. Mirroring software is used to receive
the frames sent to/from the introspected VM. Authors have used three

techniques. In first technique, a special tap device is used inside each
VM IDS; VMM forwards the traffic generated by the server VM to VM-
IDS for further analysis. The second technique is Inter-VM Disk
Mounting. The server VM file system is mounted to a shadow file
system inside the VM-IDS in read-only mode for file integrity checking.
The third technique is Inter-VM Process Mapping where a shadow
process is created inside VM-IDS corresponding to the each VM server
process. VM-IDS can perform analysis on system calls and sends signal
to VMM.

Sharif et al. (2009) proposed Secure In-VM Monitoring (SIM), a
general-purpose framework in which the security tool is placed in the
untrusted guest VM for efficiency. Their work incorporates the hard-
ware virtualization and memory protection feature to create hypervisor
protected address space called as SIM virtual address space. The space
is utilized to execute the monitor where the execution is transferred in a
controlled manner. SIM maintains the log activities in the secure space
which are accessed by monitoring program in a controlled manner. It
does not require hypervisor involvement like earlier approach. Authors
have implemented a prototype of the security architecture using KVM
hypervisor and Intel VT hardware virtualization technology.

Payne et al. (2008) proposed a VMI framework named as ‘Lares’ in
which the security application is split into two VMs. Guest VM is the
monitored machine where the user applications and services run. One
part of security application consists of hooks and a specially crafted
trampoline code that are placed in the guest VM. These hooks can be
redirections or jumps placed inside program code or an other
mechanism to pass the control of program execution. Hooks are used
to intercept the event at guest VM and trampoline code (an indirect
jump vector) is used to pass the event signals by hooks to the
hypervisor. These components are write protected. The events are
passed to the hypervisor in the form of hypercalls. Hypervisor passes
them to security VM. The hypervisor is provided with inter-VM
communication functionality for passing events. The security VM
consists of the core part of a security tool that does the analysis and
makes decisions. The decision is passed to guest VM where the decision
is enforced, and the application generating malicious code is isolated.

5.3.2. VM state access based approaches. VM state access based
approaches rely on the state information of VMs provided by VMM. A
VM state is defined by its memory space, CPU registers, I/O access etc.

Fig. 6. Conceptual working of VMI approaches.
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VMI applications derive semantic knowledge and intelligence about a
guest OS from low level details of VM state information.

Garfinkel (1999) proposed VMI-IDS architecture called Livewire as
shown in Fig. 7. They used VMware workstation (Ward, 2002) as
VMM. VMI-IDS is deployed in a VMM hosted server which makes it
more secure from outside attackers. However, it has less visibility of the
host. Three main features of VMM (isolation, inspection, and inter-
position) are utilized by VMI-IDS. Introspection refers to VMM access
to state of a VM. Interposition refers to interrupting on certain VM
operations that execute higher privileged instructions. VMM provides
an interface to VMI-IDS to talk to it in terms of various commands such
as inspection, monitor and administrative commands and configure
intrusion detection policies. It is divided into two parts: OS Interface
Library and Policy Engine. OS Library contains the detailed informa-
tion of the state of VMs (application, processes, operating system).
Policy engine consists of the specific policies of the different VMs.
Events from the VMM interface and OS interface library are notified to

the policy engine. It supports both signature based and anomaly based
techniques. Sample attacks launched and detected are kernel and user
level rootkits, backdoors, Trojan horse, packet sniffer, and worms.
VMM takes the appropriate action based on the response from VMI-
IDS.

Payne et al. (2007) proposed XenAccess, which is a monitoring
library for Xen that provides virtual memory introspection and virtual
disk monitoring from the hypervisor. It provides easy access to DomU
memory from Dom0 memory by creating a semantic-aware abstraction
of DomU memory. A series of introspection functions are supported by
XenAccess to provide monitoring of DomU memory. To begin with, it
first calls xa_init() to initialize the xa object that holds the informa-
tion used in introspection process. After this, three access functions are
used. xa_access_virtual_address() is used which takes kernel
virtual address as input and returns the memory page holding that
address that is done via PT lookup. xa_access_kernel_symbol()
function is used to convert kernel symbol to the virtual address. The
conversion is performed using system.map file associated with the

Table 2
Summary of VMI techniques.

VMI Framework Approach used Supported Hypervisor Supported Guest OS Limitations

XenAccess (Payne et al.,
2007)

VM State Access Xen Linux and Windows - Vulnerable to kernel rootkits- OS upgrade or patch can
break the VM monitor

Livewire (Garfinkel, 1999) VM State Access VMware Workstation for
Linux 3.1

Debian GNU/Linux - Vulnerable to kernel rootkits- Policy Engine requires
regular maintenance

Ether (Dinaburg et al., 2008) Interrupt Forcing Xen 3.1.0 Windows XP SP2 - Monitoring of instruction-level trace and memory writes
introduces a substantial overhead

Nitro (Pfoh et al., 2011) Interrupt Forcing KVM 0.12.4 Linux and windows - Vulnerable to kernel level rootkits- Only monitors system
call execution

DRAKVUF (Lengyel et al.,
2014)

Kernel Debugging Xen 4.6 Windows 7 - Does not trap user-level functions- Slow down the system
performance

SPEMS (Shi et al., 2015) Kernel Debugging Xen 4.4.1 Windows - Provide support to trap limited user-level functions
Xenini (Maiero and Miculan,

2011)
Interrupt Handling Xen 4.0.1 Linux - High storage requirement for training data- Vulnerable to

kernel rootkits

Collabra (Bharadwaja et al.,
2011)

Hypercall authentication NA NA - No Implementation, VMM collaboration will introduce
traffic overhead at VMM

SIM (Sharif et al., 2009) Guest OS hook KVM Windows XP SP2 - Vulnerable to kernel level rootkits
- Vulnerable to weak memory protection threat

Lares (Payne et al., 2008) Guest OS hook Xen 3.0.4 Windows XP SP2 - Vulnerable to kernel level rootkits- Dependency on older
version of Xen and windows

Fig. 7. Virtual machine introspection based IDS architecture (Garfinkel, 1999).
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kernel from DomU. This file contains a table of symbols and addresses.
xa_access_user_virtual_address() provides access to user
space memory. The extended framework of XenAccess is called
LibVMI (Payne, 2012) which provides enhanced introspection func-
tions and also supports KVM hypervisor (Kivity et al., 2007).

Benninger et al. (2012) provided a light weight approach to VM
introspection technique, which exploits paravirtualization in cloud.
Maitland comprises a set of loadable kernel modules one for each guest
VM and other for a privileged VM. Privilege domain also contains cyber
security analysis tool. Maitland uses two approaches (i) It keeps track
of dirty bit flag status of memory page associated with process page
table entry. Memory updates are notified by MMU update interrupt
signal to OS. Hypervisor intercepts them before passing to OS and
signals the security analysis tool to check which page is modified by
which program in which VM and whether it is trustable. Only such
processes are allowed to execute. (ii) When a page fault interrupt comes
because of NX (non executable bit set to 1) of an page; hypervisor will
check whether CR2 register contains a stack pointer of an untrusted
process. Hypervisor sends snapshot of memory of suspicious processes
which made an unsuccessful attempt of execution to security analysis
tool. Maitland can terminate such processes in VM or allow them to
execute after doing the analysis.

5.3.3. Hypercall authentication based approaches. A hypercall is
a software trap from a virtual domain to the hypervisor, just as a syscall
is a software trap from an application to the kernel. Domains will use
hypercalls to request privileged operations like updating pagetables.

Bharadwaja et al. (2011) proposed Collabra which is a VMI-based
IDS to detect anomalies in virtualized environment. Collabra is
integrated with VMM and acts as a filtering layer between VMM and
Dom0 in the guest VM network and checks the integrity of the
hypercalls. Also, It provides a collaborative detection mechanism to
prevent attacks at VMM because of multiple hypercall requests from
multiple VMs in the network. Admin version of Collabra runs alongside
Dom0. Each Collabra instance of VMM communicates through another
Collabra instance through a logical control channel (LCC). Whenever a
guest VM issues a security critical event, it is screened by Collabra
admin for any authentication and integrity checks. There are two key
security components: hypercall integrity check and hypercall origin
check. Each hypercall is cross-checked against the Message
Authentication Code (MAC) and specified policy for the call against
the cryptographic repository. If the call is not known, it is cross checked
with other Collabra instances running in the virtualization network for
classification. The classification is based on their origin check. This
module checks the origin based on the privilege of VM location and the
application that causes the hypercall. A legitimate call passes the
module whereas calls made from unknown call sites are marked as
untrusted and are communicated with other instances. The model is
based on logical theory. The technical details such as how the MAC is
generated, how the known call sites are maintained and how an
anomalous score is calculated for each hypercall is not explained.
Moreover, maintaining a logical channel adds overhead to the hyper-
visor and increases the attacking surface.

5.3.4. Kernel debugging based approaches. These method use the
kernel debugging data to extract the location of kernel functions and
perform break point injection at desired locations. An interrupt is
generated when break point is executed and kernel functions are
trapped to collect necessary information about the process.

Lengyel et al. (2014) proposed DRAKVUF which uses VMI func-
tionalities to detect anomalies in VMs in a stealthy environment. It
monitors the kernel internal functions and file system access via the
kernel's heap allocation. It runs in Dom0 and makes use of LibVMI to
make Direct Memory Access (DMA). DRAKVUF uses break point
injection technique (#BP) to trap internal kernel functions. It can

monitor the malicious drivers and rootkits which could not be
monitored using system call interception techniques such as Xenini
(Maiero and Miculan, 2011). The location of the kernel functions is
determined by the debugging information of kernel using the forensic
tool Rekall (Microsoft, 2014). The generated logs represent the full
trace of execution of OS when the malware is executed. DRAKVUF is
capable to detect Direct Kernel Object Manipulation (DKOM) attacks
by trapping windows kernel functions such
as AllocatedPoolWithTag and obCreateObject to catch the
events when allocation routine returns. The overhead of DRAKVUF is
measured as an average factor of 10502 CPU cycles by VM_EXITs
caused by #BP instructions for trapping all kernel functions.
DRAKVUF does not support hypercall trapping mechanism which is
useful in detecting the malicious hypercall based attacks. These attacks
may cause run time exceptions in VMM and may lead to VMM crash.

Shi et al. (2015) proposed SPEMS framework which provides an
improvement over DRAKVUF's (Lengyel et al., 2014) execution tracing
functionality. DRAKVUF relies on kernel-level function trapping to
detect rootkit attacks. SPEMS can monitor the execution of kernel-level
and user-level functions as well. User-level malware exhibits different
behavior and can be traced using user-level function calls. It modifies
the main function and call back function of DRAKVUF to add support
for five user level functions such as Ntdll.dll, Kernel32.dll,
Ws2_32.dll, Advapi.dll and Wininet.dll. The tracing of execution
is done similar to DRAKVUF using break point injection technique and
kernel-level functions are traced. The user level functions are trapped
by adding them to callback functions in vmi.h. The unrelated kernel
functions are filtered to improve the speed of tracing. The traces can be
further analyzed using machine learning techniques. SPEMS also does
the syscall monitoring like DRAKVUF. However, it does not provide
support for hypercall tracing for hypercall-based attacks. There is
insufficient information about the filtering mechanisms of kernel
functions and trapping of user level functions.

5.3.5. Interrupt based approaches. Interrupt based VMI
approaches trap the monitored function calls at the same time when
an interrupt is generated by target machine. These techniques are
categorized into two types: Interrupt handling based and Interrupt
forcing based. Below, we describe each of the approaches in detail:

5.3.5.1. Interrupt handling based
Interrupt handling based VMI approaches trap the general purpose

interrupts such as protection exception, page fault and VM_EXIT
events; information about the monitored machine from processor
context (register such as %eax) is used to perform the active monitor-
ing of VM.

Xenini (Maiero and Miculan, 2011) in an anomaly based IDS
framework, system call tracing is carried out in paravirtualized
machines with Xen hypervisor. In Xenini, syscall interrupts (0×80)
are trapped, and the control is passed to XenIDS before passing control
to the guest kernel which is running in Dom0. System call number and
process id (PID) are intercepted from %eax register. Xenini is a patch
to hypervisor responsible for the stealthy gathering of the program
behavior running in VMs. Xenini communicates to XenIDS running in
Dom0 via event channels using libxc interface. Event channel notifies
XenIDS for the new interception data present in Xenini's buffer. On
receiving an alert; libxc, an API interface is used to read data from
Xenini's buffer and transfer to XenIDS. After processing the data,
control transfers to the guest VM. For critical operations, Xenini waits
for the answer from XenIDS before resuming execution of guest
application. The detection mechanism of XenIDS is based on STIDE
(Hofmeyr et al., 1998) technique and has been validated over UNM
dataset. It introduces an overhead of 5–6% and lacks in analyzing the
interrupts which are responsible for hypercall execution such as
0×82.5.3.5.2. Interrupt forcing based

Interrupt forcing based VMI approaches force the interrupts (traps,
exceptions, etc.) by using the hardware-based hooks (e.g. unsetting/
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setting specific register value and flag value) and derive the information
about monitored machine from processor context to do active mon-
itoring of VM.

Dinaburg et al. (2008) developed an Ether tool, a dynamic malware
analysis tool, which uses the hardware virtualization extension such as
Intel-VT support to provide transparent monitoring of malware
samples from outside the VM. Ether traps the execution of modified
pages by trapping each memory write attempt through write-protected
shadow memory pages and dumps them to detect and extract
dynamically generated codes. Ether traces the system calls invoked
by program for analysis. Ether supports both software interrupt and
fast system call mechanism of modern processors to trace the execution
of analysis target. In fast system call mechanism, Ether monitors the
SYSENTER and uses SYSENTER_EIP_MSR register to cause page faults
and trap the execution of programs. In software interrupt, 0×2E
interrupt is used for syscall execution. Ether changes the IDT entry
for this interrupt to point to the non present page. A VM_EXIT because
of page fault will indicate Ether about system call execution. Ether is
restricted to Windows XP Guest only and depends on the very older
version of hypervisor i.e. Xen 3.1.0.

Nitro (Pfoh et al., 2011) is a VMI-based system call tracing
framework which uses the hardware-based technique for collecting
traces of system calls. It supports all three types of the mechanism
provided by Intel x86 architecture: interrupt based system calls,
SYSCALL/SYSRET based system calls, and SYSENTER based system
calls. In interrupt-based system call implementation, user interrupts
are forced to cause system interrupts and are trapped by Intel VT-x
extensions. For the general protection fault is natural, guest OS
resumes. However, if it is because of user interrupt (for natural
interrupts, interrupt number below 32), Nitro data collection engine
collects the system call information. In syscall based system call
implementation, Nitro enforces interrupts on execution of SYSCALL
or SYSRET instructions and collects the system calls. In SYSENTER
based system all implementation, whenever SYSENTER is executed, the
program switches to kernel mode at address stored in
SYSENTER_CS_MSR. Nitro causes page fault by storing the original
value and loading the CS register with NULL value. An attempt to load
NULL value causes a general protection exception which can be
trapped at hypervisor, and necessary information can be collected
from the Nitro data collection. It supports Linux and Windows guest.
Ether introduces a performance degradation between 5–54% greater

than that of Nitro. However, Nitro is implemented on KVM hypervisor
whereas Ether is based on Xen hypervisor.

VMI techniques provide a rich set of functionalities to introspect
VMs from outside the VM. Researchers are trying to adopt it for
intrusion detection applications in cloud environment. However VMI
based tools can be under control attacker if hypervisor is compromized.
Hence, HVI is introduced to improve security of hypervisor.

5.4. Hypervisor introspection (HVI) techniques. Hypervisor is one of
the key component in VMI-based intrusion detection techniques which
provides a privileged and secure place to run VMI tools. VMI-based
solutions assume that hypervisor is trusted and more secure zone in
cloud environment. However, national vulnerability database (NIST,
2014) reported 73% vulnerabilities in Xen hypervisor and 30%
vulnerabilities were found in VMWare ESX hypervisor. Hypervisor is
one of the attack surfaces which could be used by attackers to launch
attacks on VMs running in Cloud. For example, Xen is one of the
popular hypervisors used by Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and
can be modified at runtime to provide backdoor entry (Rutkowska
et al., 2008). Hence, ensuring hypervisor security is a major challenge
in the cloud environment.

HVI refers to the introspection of hypervisor related data struc-
tures, memory regions, hypercalls, control flow data, non-control flow
data etc. for preventing and detecting the attacks on hypervisor. HVI
techniques are deployed at the level of hypervisor or below. However,
some solutions focus on hardware design implementation. We have
categorized HVI techniques into five categorizes based on security
mechanisms that have been employed: (i) Nested virtualization:
Inserting an additional layer below hypervisor (ii) Hardware-assisted
code integrity checking, (iii) Hardware-software assisted memory
encryption with integrity checking, (iv) Revised hypervisor design,
and (v) VM-assisted introspection for monitoring non-control data as
shown in Fig. 8. HVI techniques can detect hypervisor attacks (VMM),
hardware attacks and VMM-VM/Host OS attacks. Each of the HVI
approaches is discussed in detail below:

5.4.1. Nested virtualization: insertion of additional layer below
the hypervisor. In VMI-based approaches, security tool is generally
placed at Dom0 (management VM) which serves as an attack surface
vector for advanced cloud security attacks such as VM Escape. Dom0 is
assumed to be trusted in VMI-based approaches. To reduce Trusted

Fig. 8. Security frameworks for hypervisor introspection.
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Computing Base (TCB) of commodity VMM (hypervisor and Dom0),
the security portion of VMM can be separated from its resource
management functions by adding an additional layer of virtualization
called as nested virtualization (Ben-Yehuda et al., 2010). The main
advantage of this approach is that even if Dom0 is compromised, it will
not tamper the security functions of hypervisor layer. Some of nested
virtualization based approaches are discussed below:

Carbone et al. (2008) proposed a nested virtualization based
architecture named as GuardHype in which an additional security
layer is added beneath underlying hosted hypervisor. The main motive
of GuardHype is to prevent against VM-based rootkit attacks
(VMBR's). A VMBR attack takes control of entire kernel of guest OS
and pretends to act as hypervisor below OS (hyperjacking). GuardHype
acts as a mediator between third party hypervisors and hardware
virtualization-aware devices. GuardHype is based on the behavior
analysis of hyperjacking activity which monitors the communication
between VMBR and hardware's virtualization extensions. The funda-
mental idea behind GuardHype is to compare the value of Virtual
Machine Control Structure (VMCS) set by monitored hypervisor with
the one owned by host OS itself. VMCS maintains the VM's and
hypervisor state. If VMBR hijacks guest OS, it will be in control of a
different OS and will show different VMCS value. However, the
addition of thin hypervisor may affect the performance of VM. It is
very limited in detecting various hypervisor attacks including low-level
attacks.

Zhang et al. (2011) proposed a nested virtualization-based security
approach named as CloudVisor to detect hypervisor-based attacks in
cloud environment. The main idea behind CloudVisor is the separation
of the security protection of resources from the VMM. A tiny security
layer is added beneath VMM to guard guest VMs data from compro-
mised VMM. CloudVisor does not require any modification to the
VMM. It just uses hardware virtualization support to maintain the
integrity and privacy of resources owned by guest VMs. It intervenes
the interaction between VMM and guest VM and keeps track of the
memory pages of VM with CPU state information. All VM_EXIT events
are first directed to CloudVisor which further directs them to VMM. It
saves the CPU register contexts and manipulates the address transla-
tion to isolate the memory of VMM from CloudVisor. It isolates the
VMs from VMM and other VMs by using extended page table (EPT)
scheme which supports hardware virtualization. VMM is unaware
about the memory virtualization of CloudVisor. All mapping and
remapping of pages are done via CloudVisor. It results in 16.8%
slowdown when compared to Xen for multi-tenant cloud network (8
VMs). CloudVisor can not detect physical attacks such as bus snooping
and cold boot attacks (Halderman et al., 2009; Valamehr et al., 2012).

Similar to systemcalls, hypercalls provide an attractive attack vector
to breach the isolation of VMs. Milenkoski et al. (2013) developed
HInjector tool and used it to inject hypercall attacks in virtualized
systems. Attacker may insert malicious hypercalls or tamper the
existing hypercalls with some parameters and invoke a irregular series
of hypercalls. Shi et al. (2016) proposed HVI based security architec-
ture to detect the hypercall based attacks. Hypercalls can not be
intercepted at the guest VM. One way to intercept hypercall is to place
the interceptor at Dom0 and detect hypercall at DomU. However,
Dom0 may get compromised. Hence, authors used hardware based
nested virtualization support in which a security hypervisor (L0) is
inserted after the top hypervisor (L1) which handles the hypercalls for
each guest VM. L0 is taken as newer version of L1 in order to protect it
from the access of L1. There are two key design components: HVI
interceptor and HVI Analyzer. HVI interceptor uses breakpoint injec-
tion technique to intercept the hypercalls of L1. HVI Analyzer uses
traditional STIDE (Hofmeyr et al., 1998) technique to detect the
malicious hypercalls. The conceptual diagram for this approach is
shown in Fig. 9. Authors observed that L0 executes at 100% vCPU

whereas L1 costs less than of 10% of vCPU. The performance
degradation is because of delay incurred in handling VMEXITs at L0.
This technique can not detect hardware based attacks and side-channel
attacks.

5.4.2. Hardware-assisted code integrity checking. Introspecting
the hypervisor from the additional layer below hypervisor will provide a
new set of vulnerabilities and cannot be considered a fundamental
solution for hypervisor security. Hence, hardware supported schemes
are introduced to provide a primary solution to improve the hypervisor
security. They ensure the security of VMs from a compromised
hypervisor. There are mainly two types of approaches based on
hardware-assisted code integrity checking: Snapshot based and
Snooping based. They are described in detail below:

5.4.2.1. Snapshot based introspection
Snapshot based approaches take the snapshot of the memory

contents and CPU registers. The snapshots are created at specific
intervals with the assistance of hardware components such as System
Management Mode (SMM) and Peripheral Component Interconnect
(PCI).

Petroni et al. (2004) proposed Copilot, a security framework which
is based on kernel code integrity check to detect different types of
kernel rootkit attacks. It does not require any modification to the host
OS. The framework consists of two machines: host machine and admin
station. Host machine is embedded with a Copilot monitor in its PCI
add-in card. Admin station is used to communicate with Copilot
monitor remotely. Direct Memory Access (DMA) is used to retrieve
the content of the host memory. Copilot uses the MD5 hashes to check
the integrity of the critical data structure of the kernel such as loaded
LKM and memory mapping tables etc. Copilot maintains the snapshot
of the critical region of memory to monitor for integrity checking. It
uses system.map file for retrieving the virtual addresses (VA) of the
kernel symbols. Physical address is obtained by subtracting the VA
from fixed offset values (assumes linear mapping). Admin station polls
Copilot monitor through PCI bus to perform integrity check at any
point in time for the presence of maliciousness. It detected the 12 real
world rootkits within 30 seconds of their installation time with an
overhead of less than 1%. The architecture performs the check at some
intervals. Hence, it may be prone to timing attacks.

Azab et al. (2010) proposed a novel integrity measurement frame-
work namely HyperSentry to check hypervisor integrity at runtime.
Unlike HyperCheck, it uses Intelligent Platform Management Interface
(IPMI) (Intel, 2004) to set up an out-of-band channel which triggers
the SMI on target host machine to invoke HyperSentry (which reside at

Fig. 9. Hypervisor introspection using Nested-Virtualization based approach (Shi et al.,
2016).
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SMM). IPMI is implemented directly on firmware and hardware. In
order to acquire context information of hypervisor for measurement
(VMX root operations, CR3 register value, VM_EXIT handler),
HyperSentry uses a fallback technique. The key principle behind this
technique is to cause VM_EXIT forcefully which will cause one of the
CPU core to jump to hypervisor. Once measurement agent retrieves the
hypervisor context information, it calls SMI handler to securely store
the output with its hash value. An attestation agent attests the values of
the output with generated keys. A remote verifier is later used to verify
the integrity of the hypervisor by using the stored context information
as a baseline database. Hypersentry provides the average performance
overhead of 2.4% for 8 seconds interval and 1.3% for 16 seconds
interval.

Zhang et al. (2014) proposed a hardware-assisted hypervisor
integrity monitor framework namely HyperCheck to protect integrity
of any software installed above the BIOS such as hypervisors and
operating systems. It creates a snapshot view of current state of
memory and CPU of the target host machine by using System
Management Mode (SMM) (CPU mode in x86 architecture). SMM is
invoked for system management interrupts (SMI) and entire state of
system is stored in an address space known as System Management
RAM (SMRAM). There are mainly three key components of
HyperCheck: physical memory acquisition module, CPU register
checking module and analysis module. The first two components are
deployed on the target machine whereas the third component runs at
monitor machine. Physical memory acquisition module reads the
memory contents of the target host machine. Memory acquisition
module hashes the data using a secret key before transferring it to
monitor machine at boot time. The analysis module ensures the
integrity of the data by comparing it with the snapshot copy of the
stored memory images. Any alteration signals the presence of malicious
activity. Similarly, CPU register checking module fetches the CPU
register values from SMRAM when SMM mode is on and validates the
values. The report of both the modules is sent to monitor machine
through Ethernet card. HyperCheck incurs at performance overhead of
2% for 5 seconds of sampling interval and 11% for 1 second of
sampling interval. It requires alteration in hypervisor and suffers from
scrubbing attack in which an attacker can remove the attack
traces.5.4.2.2. Snooping: An event triggered monitor based introspec-
tion

Snapshot based approaches are prone to transient attacks which
harm the system in between the snapshots and do not leave any trace in
the memory. One solution for this problem could be taking frequent
snapshots of the memory. However, this solution would result in
increased overhead of the system. The second solution involves taking
the snapshots in randomized interval of time. The chances of detection
of transient attacks which occur for very short duration would be low in
the second solution. Hence, event-triggered snooping based techniques
are proposed to overcome this limitation.

Moon et al. (2012) proposed a kernel code integrity monitor
framework named as Vigilare which uses hardware based monitoring
solutions to detect transient attacks and hardware attacks such as bus
snooping. Vagilare consists of two design components: Snooper and
Verifier. Snooper is intended to collect the memory bus traffic (write
traffic to the monitored regions of memory) of the monitored host and
connected to the system bus of host. The collected traffic is transferred
to the verifier which is a separate compact system that checks the
integrity of the memory bus contents. To improve the performance, it
filters the meaningful traffic using selective bus-traffic algorithm and
uses Advanced High-Performance Bus (AHB). It is designed to operate
in an independent fashion without the interruption of host machine as
memory and memory controller of Vigilare is kept separate from host.
Leon3 processor (as host processor) and Linux kernel version 2.6 was
used. Vigilare monitors the immutable regions of Linux kernel such as
kernel code region, interrupt descriptor table and system call table.
Authors demonstrated that Vigilare does not result in performance

degradation whereas shapshot based system results in almost 10%
performance degradation in performance with 50 ms interval.
However, it does not monitor mutable regions and is limited in
detecting the control flow hijacking attacks such as Direct Kernel
Object Manipulation (DKOM) attacks. It cannot guard against reloca-
tion attacks in which part of kernel region is moved to another location
which is not within the scope of integrity monitor.

Lee et al. (2013) proposed hardware-based event-driven monitor-
ing framework (KI-Mon) to monitor mutable kernel objects for the
presence of any kernel rootkits which may subvert VMM or host
monitoring tools. Mutable objects are dynamic regions which can be
modified by kernel. The main detection components of KI-Mon are:
Value Management Unit (VMU) (Haw-Events Generator), Direct
Memory Access (DMA) and Kernel Integrity Verifier (KIV) (Haw-
Event Handler and Integrity Verifier). VMU snoops the monitored
write traffic of bus and compares against whitelist registers. Each value
compared has an address and value pair. It uses DMA to perform the
read operations. If any mismatch occurs in contents, Haw-Events are
generated and sent to KIV. The detection of modification of mutable
objects is not alone sufficient, KI-Mon does The semantic verification
with other related kernel objects to check the consistent modification.
Kernel Integrity Verifier component performs this action by enforcing
monitoring rules against target regions. KI-Mon provides monitoring
rules for both control flow components (such as function pointers) and
data components (list of processes, kernel modules). Currently, KI-
Mon supports a total of eight address registers which covers a limited
number of monitoring rules. To reduce the need of registers, KI-Mon
requires modification in kernel structure to provide a contiguous
mapping of monitored data which is a difficult task. It provides 100%
detection rate for Loadable Kernel Module (LKM) hiding attacks.

5.4.3. Hardware-software assisted memory encryption with
integrity checking. Hardware-assisted approaches depend on
hardware such as PCI, SMM and DMA etc. for integrity checking and
require hardware architecture support to isolate VM's memory. Hence,
Software-assisted hardware-based code integrity checker is required to
minimize the modifications on VMM.

Szefer and Lee (2012) proposed a hypervisor-secure framework in
virtualization environment named as HyperWall to maintain the
confidentiality and integrity of guest VMs. The primary goal of
HyperWall is to protect guest VMs from untrusted hypervisor using
hardware protection. HyperWall requires small modification to mem-
ory management units and processor design. The key idea behind
HyperWall is controlling the access to VM memory regions from DMA
& hypervisor and ensuring the integrity & confidentiality of custo-
mer's code and data. Cloud customers can specify the protection
policies to the HyperWall server. Hyperwall ensures that such access
policies are integrated with the VM during bootime and functioning
well. HyperWall proposes a new security table known as Confidentiality
and Integrity Protection (CIP) table which can only be accessed by
hardware. CIP stores the access rights of VMs, DMA and hypervisor to
access memory pages in form of protection bits for each page. A new
register is added in the memory controller to keep track of location of
CIP table. A private key is assigned to each microprocessor chip and
checked by customer by the other key pair value (public key).
Hyperwall utilizes the architectural support to isolates the VM' memory
from hypervisor by enhancing the memory management unit (MMU).
However, it cannot detect the hardware attacks. It also requires OS
modification.

Xia et al. (2013) proposed a hardware-software based framework
named as HyperCoffer to preserve the integrity and privacy of tenant
VM's and to protect Off-Chip data from hardware attacks. It adds
memory encryption and integrity check to the existing processor
virtualization. The TCB of HyperCoffer only consists of a processor
chip which makes it less prone to various software and physical attacks.
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It employs two well-known approaches for secure processor design:
First is Address Independent Seed Encryption (AISE) technique for VM
memory protection (CPU context data, on-chip cache data, I/O device
data) and second is Bonsai Merkle Tree (BMT) technique for integrity
checking of memory data (Rogers et al., 2007). HyperCoffer uses Guest
Physical Address (GPA) to index hash values and counters. Enforcing
the security policies inside processor is difficult due to semantic gap
problem. Hence, HyperCoffer provides a software based solution to
ensure the safety mechanism which adds a piece of software between
VM and hypervisor called as VM-shin which is OS agnostic. VM-shin
has two main components: a hardware support which enables control
transfer between VM & hypervisor and a specification interface
between VM & hypervisor. Each VM is associated with a VM-shin
which minimizes the changes in hardware and hypervisor as shown in
Fig. 10. Hypercoffer prevents the compromised hypervisor or hardware
to breach the security of other VMs. It provides the overall performance
overhead from 0.3% to 6.8% on real hardware. One of the limitations of
Hypercoffer is that adversary can still subvert a VM by exploiting the
security vulnerabilities inside a VM. It cannot prevent from side
channel attacks. The framework is tested with QEMU full-system
emulator and Xen Hypervisor.

5.4.4. Revised hypervisor design. Some solutions of hypervisor
security are based on revising hypervisor design architecture with the
motive to reduce the Trusted Computing Base (TCB) in cloud
virtualization enabled servers.

Keller et al. (2010) proposed a security architecture for cloud
infrastructure named as NoHype, which eliminates the need for
hypervisor layer. Instead of securing hypervisor, NoHpye eliminates
the hypervisor itself and provides a different design strategy for
virtualization. NoHype takes the advantage of today's hardware
virtualization based technologies and multicore processor architecture
to provide the multi-tenancy functionality without hypervisor. The
guest VMs are directly executed on hardware without the intervention
of virtualization layer. However, it retains the management software
component of hypervisor to perform VM management functions such
as start, stop and resume etc. The design features of NoHype (i)
allocates one CPU core to each VM. (ii) uses hardware support to
partition the physical memory to each VM; Multicore Memory
Controller (MMC) and hardware page table mechanism (of each core)
is used. MMC is configured for each CPU core which is under each VM
and hence the impact of one cloud customer's VM over other VMs is
minimized. It assumes that physical devices are virtualization aware
and hence one physical device can be presented as N separate devices
and allocated to distinct VMs. NoHype also supports flow-control
mechanism to rate limit the I/O transmissions. However, having
dedicated switches and other resources may limit the performance of

NoHype.
Steinberg and Kauer (2010) proposed a micro-hypervisor based

security architecture named as NOVA which uses the hardware
virtualization support such as Intel-VT. It reduces the attack surface
of the hypervisor by minimizing its TCB. The three key abstractions
provided by micro-kernel are threads, address space and inter-process
communication (IPC). The other functionalities are implemented at
user-level. Hence even if user-level services are compromised, it is hard
to compromise kernel-level code because of very high privileges. NOVA
adopts the similar approach in full virtualization system and hypervisor
is decomposed into fine-grained functions such as microhypervisor,
VMM, root partition manager, device drivers and other system service
modules with different access privileges. Only microhypervisor runs in
kernel-mode and other components work in user mode only. It
provides simple services such as interrupt control, resource provision-
ing, exception handling and communication, etc. The other OS services
such as file system, network stack management, device drivers are
provided on top of it. NOVA reduces the performance overhead of the
system by partitioning the various OS services. NOVA reduces the
virtualization overhead of the system from 20% to 1–3% by partition-
ing the various OS services. However, the architecture requires
modification in modern commodity hypervisors and not applicable to
all hypervisors such as Xen.

Wang et al. (2012) proposed a hosted-hypervisor (KVM) based
protection scheme named as HyperLock, which is based on creating a
more secure separate address space to run hypervisor. It prevents the
compromised hypervisor to attack other VMs and host OS. The key
design components which restrict the privileges of hypervisor are
runtime isolation of hypervisor and hypervisor-shadowing. The first
component ensures that KVM is loaded in a separate secure address
space. The KVM page table is unmodifiable by KVM and maintained by
HyperLock. It checks the compromised KVM to perform illegitimate
actions in the host OS. Infact, KVM can not execute any of the guest
code. Instead, a trampoline code (indirect jump vectors) is used to
switch the address space from KVM to host. KVM is also restricted to
execute only some privileged instructions. To exit isolation environ-
ment and execute the trampoline code, KVM has to execute a software
interrupt. HyperLock can detect any attempt to modify the trampoline
code. The second component ensures that a compromised KVM can
only access one guest and implemented by memory deduplication
scheme (Chen et al., 2014). A shadow copy is a duplicate copy of KVM
allocated to each guest and runs in the isolated environment.
HyperLock reduces the TCB (12% lesser than original KVM).
HyperLock limits in performance because of running many copies of
hypervisor and maintaining consistency between them. It can not
guard against side channel attacks.

5.4.5. VM-Assisted hypervisor introspection for monitoring non-

Fig. 10. Conceptual diagram for HyperCoffer, (Xia et al., 2013).
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control data. Most of the techniques discussed above depend on
particular hardware features such as SMM, PCI add-in card etc. to
secure hypervisor from attackers and specifically focus on checking the
integrity of control data such as function pointers. Ding et al. (2013)
proposed a VM-assisted framework named as HyperVerify to monitor
the non-control data such as configuration data, decision-making data
of hypervisor. In contrast to VMI, HyperVerify introspects the
hypervisor memory from a trusted VM which is under the control of
CSP only. There are three key components of HyperVerify: Memory
Access Module (MAM), Memory Analysis Library (MAL) and
Monitoring process (MP). A VM has got fewer privileges than
hypervisor and cannot access the physical memory of hypervisor
directly. Hence, DMA is used to access the hypervisor memory
without the intervention of hypervisor. MAM finds the location of
physical address of hypervisor code. HyperVerify supports the memory
analysis of scheduler data, privileged data and security policy data.
MAL modules retrieve the contents of the monitored locations and MP
matches their value with baseline values (expected values). The
architecture of HyperVerify is flexible enough to add new
functionalities even after deployment. It is because of less
dependency in the hardware features such as SMM code or PCI card
or IOMMU code. It does not require any modification in the hypervisor.
However, it introduces a performance degradation from 3% to 4%. In
addition, Dom0 can be an attractive attack surface vector and can be
compromised by attackers (VM Escape attack).

HVI techniques provide a roadmap towards hypervisor security
solutions. Researchers are trying to employ it for securing VMs from
VMM attacks in cloud environment. Below, we now explain the various
hybrid approaches for intrusion detection in cloud.

5.5. Hybrid techniques. Misuse detection and anomaly detection
techniques are combined to improve the effectiveness of the
detection engine. However, anomaly and misuse detection techniques
are not sufficient enough to detect intrusions at hypervisor level. VMI
techniques utilize the features of the hypervisor to gain access inside a
VM and provide useful information to other IDS techniques. Hybrid
techniques refer to the combination of more than one intrusion
detection techniques which make use of the synergy of misuse based,
anomaly based and introspection techniques to detect intrusions in
cloud.

Modi et al. (2012a) improved the detection reliability of the
signature based Cloud-IDS by adding one more analysis step (anomaly
detection module) after signature based module. Snort is used as a
signature based IDS, which uses a database of known attack signatures.

Decision tree algorithm is used to classify intrusions based on the
anomaly detection approach. The proposed intrusion detection frame-
work pre-processes the packets and passes them to Snort. Snort uses
the knowledge base for matching them against packet patterns. If Snort
signals legitimate behavior, the packets are passed to anomaly detec-
tion module. Otherwise, an alarm is raised. The anomaly detection
module checks the patterns against the decision tree rules and decides
whether a packet belongs to intrusion class or legitimate class. For
intrusive behavior, it raises the alarm. All alerts are collected at a
central log. The other databases are updated if central log is updated.
The proposed work is implemented on Ubuntu Linux in Eucalyptus
environment over a well known old dataset (KDD99) which exhibits
different behavior than cloud traffic and hence not satisfactory. It
provides an accuracy of 84.31% with 4.81% false positive rate (FPR) for
NSL-KDD99 dataset and 96.71% accuracy with 1.91% FPR for KDD99
dataset.

Modi et al. (2012b) in their further work improved signature-based
detection by integrating the apriori algorithm with Snort signature
database to increase the accuracy and effectiveness of the NIDS. The
motivation is to detect attacks and derivatives of attack. Aprioi module
takes the partially known rules and support threshold from the
signature database as an input. It then generates the new possible
rules and also updates the signature database. The derivatives of the
attack can also be detected by Snort. The proposed work is implemen-
ted on Ubuntu Linux in Eucalyptus environment over a well old dataset
(KDD'99) which exhibits different behavior than cloud traffic and
hence not satisfactory.

Tupakula et al. (2011) proposed IDS architecture named as
VICTOR in IaaS cloud environment as shown in Fig. 11. VICTOR uses
Intrusion Detection Engine (IDE) together with some other compo-
nents such as packet differentiator, Operating System Library and
Repository (OSLR), Analyzer and Shared Packet Buffer to make the
IDE compatible in a virtual environment. The model is integrated into
VMM or host OS. Packet Differentiator receives packets from VMs.
Details of the entity (process, application, virtual machine, OS) are
updated in the OSLR. It also checks for the correct source address and
passes to IDE. OSLR library contains the detailed information of
configurations, details of resources, OS and applications of each VM.
OSLR also verifies information reported by packet differentiator. If
hidden processes have generated packets, OSLR raises an alert to IDE
for further analysis. IDE matches the packet for known patterns
(signature matching) and then for the legitimate pattern by anomaly
module. Anomaly module applies machine learning techniques over
OSLR to update the behavior of VM. Suspicious packets pass to
analyzer and shared packet buffer. Legitimate packets are sent to
destination. Detection of malicious entity is done at a fine granular
level to avoid denial of service attack. The analyzer determines the

Fig. 11. VICTOR intrusion detection system architecture (Tupakula et al., 2011).
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legitimacy of the packet with the help of OSLR. Malicious entities are
isolated, and new attack signatures are identified, and the attack
signature database is updated. Shared packet buffer stores detailed
information of suspicious VM. The system can detect hidden processes
and worms on VMs. However, it can not detect VMM attacks.

Varadharajan and Tupakula (2014) proposed a security as a service
model for cloud environment. Two main components of proposed
security architecture are Service Provider Attack Detection (SPAD) and
Tenant Specific Attack Detection (TSAD). SPAD is baseline security
provided by CSP to all tenants. TSAD is additional service offered and
charged according to security policies provided. SPAD provides secur-
ity policies for VM traffic against spoofed attack detection and
associated attack. It also performs secure logging of traffic. Secure
logging helps to resolve issues such as billing or any conflict between
CSP and tenant. TSAD performs the hidden/suspicious process detec-
tion and critical security process detection such as auto-update and
auto-config. It uses XenStore VMI library for process validation. The
security architecture is shown Fig. 12. The model is implemented and
analyzed for insider attack and denial of service attacks and is
restricted to detect attacks on VMM. Authors observed by experimen-
tation that the overhead of the model is always lesser than 6%.

Misuse detection with anomaly detection components are not
sufficient to detect attacks at hypervisor. Hybrid techniques which
incorpotrate VMI features are more powerful than other techniques as
they can provide VM state information to other IDS component for
further analysis and can be applied at VMM. The techniques can also be
applied for host-based intrusion detection over user audit trail logs
which represents users behavioral profile over a period.

6. Finding: observations and challenges
In this section, we present our observations of various IDS

techniques and list various challenges identified. A summary of some
of the Cloud-IDS systems can be referred from Table 3.

6.1. Observations. Here, we provide a critical examination of different
IDS techniques discussed, applicable to cloud environment. A brief
summary of different IDS techniques is shown in Table 4.

Misuse detection based techniques are limited in detection of
attacks whose signatures are not present in the database. Signature-
based misuse detection systems require a regular update of the system.
This is tedious and time-consuming task for the cloud admin to update
the signature database for all newly discovered attacks. Also, signature-
based techniques fail to detect zero-day attacks. It is difficult to design
signatures for all of the cloud attacks. The technique may fail if an
attacker makes a small variation in the attack pattern without changing
the semantics. Researchers further worked on anomaly detection
techniques to overcome the drawbacks of misuse detection approaches.

Anomaly based techniques are based on making a behavioral profile
of the user activities. Any deviation from the learned behavior is
signaled as anomalous behavior. In a cloud environment, a tenant user

may switch for other cloud services or may release some applications or
may add more services that will affect the behavior of the user profile.
The new behavior of the user may not be identified by the baseline
profile (profile made in the beginning over a certain period when
applications and services were stable) of the user and hence will be
flagged as anomalous. The number of false positives will be higher.

However, some researchers (e.g Modi et al., 2012a) have done an
additional analysis using anomaly detection technique (based on DT)
after signature matching to check for any behavioral change (if no
signature is matched) of tenant VMs. The anomaly detection module is
an additional step after Snort. As all the benign traffic is forwarded and
the malicious traffic is marked bad, this cannot reduce the false positive
rate of Snort (only the false negative). Also, there is no verification of an
alert, it does not reduce the false alarms, either for Snort or for the DT.
As the evaluation is based on KDD, no estimation of the real
performance of the system can be assessed. The benefit of combining
knowledge and behavior-based systems is to have a more reliable
detection of known attacks and also to enable the detection of various
variants of known attacks.

Some researchers (e.g. Pandeeswari and Kumar, 2016) have used
network traffic analysis to detect different types of attacks targeting
cloud, using machine learning techniques. However, all kinds of attacks
cannot be detected just based on the examination of network connec-
tion features such as source address, destination address, port number,
the number of connection attempts and root login because of the
difference in characteristics of different attacks. Denial of service
attacks and scanning attacks may be detected by network features as
these attacks exploit the network protocol. However it is difficult to
detect low-frequency attacks such as privilege escalation attacks
(rootkit attack, VM escape attack, password guessing attack, virus
and worm attacks) just by examination of network traffic features. The
connection statistics of these kinds of attacks are very similar to normal
traffic features. These attacks can be launched in a single connection
attempt. For example, in the case of weak authentication password, the
traffic features such as a number of failed login may not be sufficient to
detect password guessing attack as an attacker can bypass the
authentication in one or two attempts. However, careful examination
of the system call traces for the presence of specific modules or
processes, the suspicious sequence of system calls and invocation of
specific commands may provide some clues to identify the attack
activity in the system. Hence, researchers further used system call
analysis or program analysis techniques to perform further analysis for
detecting anomalies.

Some researchers (e.g. Gupta and Kumar, 2015) have used system
call analysis based techniques to detect malware attacks in cloud
environment. Enumeration based approaches are less accurate since
the trained samples are just taken once in the first run of the algorithm.
There is a need to either periodically update the database or apply the
statistical techniques to learn the normal behavior of the system. If a
normal sequence does not appear in the database, it will be flagged as
anomalous. The chances of such situations occurring are high in huge
networks where user' behavior keeps on changing. In this case, this
would be inappropriate to say that the instance is anomalous if it does
not conform to any match and will result in false positives. Moreover,
there is a requirement for large database. For example, if a total
number of system calls are 300 and length of n-gram is 6 then 3006

bytes will be required to store the information in the storage that is
quite high. A few researchers are using tree-based storage methods
which will reduce the storage requirement and make searching easier.
However, for a huge network, the leaf nodes in the tree may grow to a
very high number.

To overcome the drawbacks of enumeration based approaches,
frequency based methods are proposed. The limitation with frequency
based STIDE (Warrender et al., 1999) is that if LCF score (e.g. number
of mismatches in the last 20 sequences) is lesser than a threshold for a
mismatch, it is declared as normal. This may not be true for those

Fig. 12. Basic security architecture for cloud environment (Varadharajan and Tupakula,
2014).
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Table 3
Summary of Cloud-IDS.

Author Attack Detection Approach Placement Key Algo Limitations

Roschke et al. (2009) Network attacks
(VM)

Signature Matching VM Snort - Can't detect zero day attack- Regular
maintenance of signature database- More False
alarms

Keller et al. (2010) Side Channel
Attacks (VM)

Hardware-assisted
virtualization (HVI)

No VMM (design
strategy)

Hardware-aware
device virtualization

- May prone to DMA and SMM rootkit attacks-
Limited in Performance

Zhang et al. (2011) Data Leakage
(VMM/VM)

Nested Virtualization (HVI) Below Hypervisor MD5 hash and Merkle
tree

- Can't detect hardware attacks- Maintaining
two EPTs page impose overhead

Lo et al. (2010) Network Attacks
(VM)

Signature Matching VM, Cloud
controller, Cluster
controller

Snort - Can't detect zero day attack- Regular
maintenance of signature database- More False
alarms

Tupakula et al. (2011) Network Attacks
(VM/VMM) Hidden
Rootkits

Signature Matching and
Profile based approach With
VMI functions

VMM Snort, Xen Access
library

- May prone to kernel manipulation attacks-
Regular maintenance of signature database

Srinivasan et al. (2012) Network Attacks
(VM)

Machine Learning appraoch VM SOM - An attacker can subvert an IDS- More False
positives

Li et al. (2012) Network Attacks
(VM)

Machine Learning approach VM ML Algo (ANN) - More false alarms- Vulnerable to privilege
escalation attacks

Modi et al. (2012a) Network Attacks
(VM)

Signature Matching and
anomaly detection

VM, Cloud
controller, Cluster
controller

Snort and ML Algo - More false negative- Can't detect VM specific
attack- Regular maintenance of signature
database

Alarifi and Wolthusen
(2012)

Malware Attacks
(VM)

Frequency based approach VM Bag of System calls - More false alarms- Less accurate for Network
attacks

Lin et al. (2012) Network Attacks
(VM/VMM)

Signature Matching and VMI VMM Snort - Can't detect zero day attacks- Regular
maintenance of signature database- More False
alarms

Benninger et al. (2012) Malware Attacks
(rootkits) (VM/
VMM)

Binary signature analysis,
VMI

VM (guest VM and
privilege VM)

Python daemon and
security analysis tool

- overhead in keeping track of register updates-
Vulnerable to kernel attacks

Xia et al. (2013) Hardware attacks
(low-level attacks)

Memory Integrity checking VMM AISE and BMT - Can't prevent against side channel attacks-
Requires modification in MMU

Arshad et al. (2013) Malware and
Network attacks
(VM/VMM)

Machine Learning approach VMM Decision Tree (C 4.5) - Rigid mapping of system call to specific attack
may increase false positives- Lack in providing
technical details of system call tracing at VMM

Kholidy et al. (2013) Network Attacks
(VM)

Signature Matching, Profile
based

VM Snort and DDSGA
analyzer Algo

- Maintenance- More False alarms- can't detect
VM specific attack

Modi and Patel (2013) Network Attacks
(VM/Cloud Servers)

Pattern Matching and
anomaly detection

VM, Cloud
controller, Cluster
controller

Snort and ML Algo
(DT, Apriori)

- More false negative- can't detect VM
particular attack- Regular maintenance of
signature database

Alarifi and Wolthusen
(2013)

Malware Attacks'
(VM)

Frequency based approach VM Bag of System calls
and HMM Model

- Less Accuracy- More False alarms- Vulnerable
to kernel attacks

Varadharajan and
Tupakula (March,
2014)

Network and
Malware Attacks
(VM/VMM)

Pattern Matching and Profile
based approach With VMI
functions

VMM Snort, Xen Access
library

- Vulnerable to hypervisor rootkits.- Regular
maintenance of signature database

Gupta and Kumar
(2015)

Malware Attacks
(VM)

Enumeration approach VM ISCS - Huge storage- False alarms- Vulnerable to
kernel attacks

Pandeeswari and
Kumar (Jun, 2016)

Network Attacks
(VM/VMM)

Machine Learning approach VMM FCN-ANN Algo - May prone to kernel manipulation attacks-
More false alarms

Shi et al. (2016) Hypercall-based
attacks (VM/VMM)

Nested Virtualization Below Hypervisor Break point Injection
and stide

- Can't detect system call attacks- Additional
VMM layer increases Trusted Computing Base
(TCB)and hence vulnerability surface is also
increased
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Table 4
Summary of IDS techniques.

Technique
Name

Approach Characteristics Limitations

Signature based Misuse -Maintains database of
known attack signatures

-Performance is
good for known
attacks

-Vulnerable to Zero day
attacks

-Requires regular
maintenance of
attack signatures

Profile based Misuse,
Anomaly

-Maintains behavioral
profile of users (normal
and/or suspicious)

-Requires
retraining for new
cloud user
behavior

-Good for detecting
unknown attacks

-More false
positives

ISCS (key value
pair)

Anomaly -Maintains a log of
immediate ordered list
of system calls for each
system call

-More storage
requirement

-Can detect unknown
attacks

-More false
positive
-Low performance
for infinite or long
traces

STIDE Anomaly -Maintains a log of fixed
size short sequence of
system calls

-No consideration
for frequency
counts of n-grams

-Can detect unknown
attacks

-Performance is
average

TSTIDE Anomaly -Similar to STIDE but
Considers the frequency
count of n-grams

-Needs Various
tweeks in setting
threshold value

-Performance is good -Requires
maintenance of log
for new
applications

Bag of System
calls

Anomaly -Maintains a log of
frequencies for each
system call

-Less Attack
resistant as it
losses order of
system calls

-Low storage
requirement

-High false
positives

Hidden Markov
Model

Misuse,
Anomaly

-Maintains state
transition diagram for
program execution

-Requires prior
information of
total number of
states

-Based on probability
calculation of output

-Huge time in
retraining

Specification
based
approach

Anomaly -Maintains specification
policy for each
monitored program

-Overhead in
writing and
maintaining
program policies

-Each specification
defines intended
behavior of program

-Needs program
expertise and skills

CFG based Anomaly -A CFG of program is
prepared where each
branch corresponds to
possible system call
execution

-Vulnerable to
code obfuscation
techniques

-Uses Machine learning
to Learn the patterns

-Requires
maintenance of
CFGs on every
program change

Program features
based

Anomaly -Extracts the program
features such as byte
code sequences DLL

-Vulnerable to
code obfuscation
technique

(continued on next page)

Table 4 (continued)

Technique
Name

Approach Characteristics Limitations

function calls etc.
-Uses Machine learning
to Learn the patterns

-Program analysis
is compiler and OS
specific

Guest OS hook VMI -Hooks are kernel
modules injected in the
Guest OS to gain useful
VM information which is
passed to Out-VM
component

-Vulnerable to
kernel rootkits

-Compromised
hook may give
incorrect VM
information

VM state Access VMI -Gains semantic
information of VM from
VM state information
such CPU registers,
memory stack to gain
Guest VM information.

-Vulnerable to
kernel rootkits

-Compromised VM
will give incorrect
state information

Kernel
Debugging

VMI -Uses Break point
injection technique to
trap kernel functions

-Needs expertise
knowledge of
kernel modules

-kernel debugging data
is used to trace the
kernel location

-Limited support
to trap user level
functions

Hypercall
Authenticatio-
n

VMI -Hypercalls are
authenticated based on
the MAC code and origin
verification

-Needs MAC
generation scheme
for each hypercall

-Hypercalls are
classified based on
threshold score

-Limited to
paravirtualized
systems

Interrupt Forcing VMI -Forces traps on
occurrence whenever a
system call (syscall/
SYSENTER) is executed

-Needs hardware
virtualization
support (Intel VT
x)

-VM information is
gained from CPU
registers

-Information
interpretation
needs expertise

Interrupt
Handling

VMI -VM information is
gained from CPU
registers on occurrence
on general interrupts
such as 0×2e or 0×80
depending on OS

-Overhead in
keeping track of all
interrupts

-Information
interpretation
needs expertise

Nested
Virtualization

HVI -An additional layer is
added below hypervisor
which separates the
security function from
VMM

-Additional, layer
may itself prone to
attacks

-Can't, detect
Hardware attacks

Hardware-
assisted code
Integrity
Check
(snapshoting)

HVI -Hardware assistance
such as SMM, PCI, DMA
is used to take snapshots
of memory, CPU etc.

-Can't detect
transient attacks

-Detect Hardware
attacks

-More dependence
on Hardware

(continued on next page)
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traces where the nearby anomalous sequences were present in the
database and hence these are not detected. However nearby sequences
may have less frequency as compared to normal sequences in the
database.

Some researchers (e.g Yin et al., 2003) have applied ‘Bag of system
calls’ analysis based approach to detect intrusions in tenant VMs. ‘Bag
of system calls’ based approach maintains the frequency count of
system calls and hence loses the ordering of system calls. An attacker
may fool the technique by creating the similar frequency count by
injecting the malicious system calls in the malicious code without
changing the pattern instructions. Therefore, ‘Bag of system calls’
based approach are not much effective in discriminating the anomalous
and normal sequences. Moreover, if malicious code and normal code
will have similar kind of frequency occurrences of system calls coming
in different orders; such an approach will fail.

Some researchers (e.g. Alarifi and Wolthusen, 2013) proposed state
transition-based approach (such as HMM) to detect intrusions again
based on system call analysis. However, there are some limitations with
the HMM. It is a gradient-based method and may converge to a local
optimum (Flores et al., 2012). The training time of HMM is also very
high which is not desirable in the cloud environment where Retraining
of a model is desired regularly as the normal user behavior keeps on
changing. Hence, recalculation of the probability distribution for the
new system calls behavior will consume most of the time in learning.
HMM also requires prior information of the total number of states
which is not very easy to determine. It may involve lots of experimental
tasks which will again consume time.

System call analysis does not provide a full view of the system as the

only current behavior of the program is observed. Researchers pro-
posed static analysis to learn the all possible behavior of the program
without executing it. There are various approaches that do static
analysis of the program. In specification based approach, program
policies are maintained for each program that provides intended
behavior of the program. Although program policies are concise and
clear, it is not easy to write such specifications as it requires the
specialized knowledge of program function. Secondly, it is very difficult
to specify the behavior of all possible programs. If there is a change in
the program function, the policy needs to be changed. Moreover
writing a policy can itself be prone to program errors.

In semantic analysis approaches program semantics is constructed
with the help of CFG of the program. The limitation with the semantic
analysis based approach is that it assumes all the executables are
decompiled. If the executable is packed by PE packer tool, it is firstly
unpacked by unpacker tool. Static analysis techniques can be evaded by
attackers by obfuscation techniques. The approach fails if some packed
malware cannot be unpacked. Also, considering just assemble features
may result into biases in the system as training a classifier for a specific
set of assembly code may not work for another system with the
different instruction set. Although CFG construction provides the all
possible cases in which a program can be executed which provides a
rich set of features. To improve the performance of the system,
researchers collected hybrid program features such as assembly code,
DLL function, byte code and then applied machine learning that has
improved the performance of the system. Detection rate using hybrid
feature analysis is found to perform better than a single type of feature
analysis of the programs. Researchers have used single classification
techniques such as RIPPER, Naive Bayes and SVM to classify the
program binaries whereas we found that multi-classifier with feature
selection performs better than single classifiers based on our study.
Hence, the performance can further be improved by considering multi-
classification techniques with feature selection techniques.

Some of the existing conventional techniques can be applied in the
cloud with modifications to make them adaptable to dynamic cloud
environment. However, the selection of the technique, how it can be
applied to the cloud and what changes need to be done must be decided
prior and are not always easy to do. For example, Li et al. (2012)
proposed ANN for detecting intrusions in a cloud environment.
However, ANN may not be a very good choice for a cloud environment
where retraining of the classifier is required time to time. ANN takes a
significant amount of time to train/retrain the classifier. Cloud
environment is a dynamic environment where application and services
may change, based on the demands of VM users. Therefore, network
traffic generated by new applications may be different than traffic
generated by earlier applications because of the change in the traffic
behavior. A classifier needs to be retrained for new normal behavior to
reduce the false alarms that also makes it adaptable to the new
behavior. Since ANN takes huge training time for large databases. It
may incur in increased cost if retaining is often required. However,
ANN can be combined with some other machine learning classifiers
like SVM or hierarchical clustering to find valid new data instances for
which a classifier needs to be retrained.

The above discussed techniques use the high-level semantics of the
monitored machine as the security monitor resides on the monitored
machine. Although, security tool performs well when it works inside
the monitored machine as it has all contextual information of the
machine. However, IDS subversion is easy in such a scenario, as VM
has less attack resistant capability. Hence, this led to works where
security tools are placed outside the VM. VMI techniques prove to be
powerful in detecting some suspicious activities running in the VM
from outside. It is essential to get the meaningful information of the
VM and get the complete view of the system to provide strong security
measures and detect the attacks at the VMM. Various OS features such
as demand paging, multithreading, parallel computing makes this task
more complex. The problem of interpreting low-level bits and bytes and

Table 4 (continued)

Technique
Name

Approach Characteristics Limitations

Hardware-
assisted code
Integrity
Check
(snooping)

HVI -Integrity check is based
on the analysis of
memory bus traffic to
detect mutable and
immutable kernel-level
attacks

-Requires
modification in
kernel structure

-More dependence
on Hardware

Hardware-
Software
assisted
integrity
checking

HVI -Hardware-Software
framework is used to
prevent compromised
VMM to breach security
of other VMs.

-Can't detect side
channel attacks

-Requires
modification on I/
O MMU

Revisiting
Hypervisor
design

HVI -Hyper design based
approaches such
removing virtualization
layer or minimizing the
TCP of VMM (micro-
kernel based VMM) are
applied

-Limited, in
performance

-Requires huge
modification on
commodity
hypervisor design

VM-Assisted
Hypervisor
Introspection

HVI -Hypervisor is
introspected from
trusted VM for checking
integrity of non control
data

- Vulnerable to VM
Escape attack

- Cannot detect
inter VM attacks
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transforming it to high-level semantics is called as semantic gap
problem (Chen and Noble, 2001). The major challenge in the VMI
techniques is to overcome the semantic gap problem and provide a high
level semantic view of the system. VMI tools that perform memory
analysis also suffer from kernel structure manipulation. In syntax
manipulation, some fields of kernel data structure are modified. In
semantic manipulation, the semantics of kernel data structure is
changed which causes VMI to produce irrelevant information. The
combination of both these manipulation may cause VMI failure (More
and Tapaswi, 2014).

The correctness of VMI approaches also depends on the trust-
worthiness of hypervisor. Once a hypervisor is compromised, VMs
running over it can be compromised. Hence HVI approaches are used
to preserve the hypervisor security. However, HVI based solutions
strongly depend on the hardware design and virtualization enabled
features. Moreover, some of these solutions require modification of the
hypervisor design. Attacker can also use HVI to gain side channel
information of VMs. For example, Wang (2014b) proposed HVI to
analyze VM suspended side channels to extract hypervisor activities.
HVI is used to observe the behavior of VM to discover side channels
which can be used to target the VMI running on hypervisor. A remote
VM is connected with the target VM via network channels. Any
disruption in the network communication channel signals that the
target VM is suspended by the hypervisor. At this point of time, the VM
suspended side channels can be observed to extract the hypervisor
related information such as measurement of VMI monitoring tool.
Hence robust hypervisor security solutions should be in place.

Motivated by the various misuse detection, anomaly detection, and
introspection techniques, researchers (e.g. Tupakula et al., 2011;
Varadharajan and Tupakula, 2014) have tried to incorporate hybrid
intrusion detection techniques for detecting intrusions in the cloud
environment. Hybrid techniques tend to perform well when compared
to individual techniques, as any anomaly bypassed by one technique
can be potentially captured by another technique. However implemen-
tation of hybrid technique at the VMM can increase the overhead of the
system. Also, the challenging task of IDS implemented at the VMM is to
detect intrusions at fine granular level. This means that if an applica-
tion is generating a malicious traffic on a certain VM, the application
needs to be removed or deleted from the VM rather than isolating the
entire VM whcih can cause a denial of service to other applications.
Hence there is a requirement to map VM traffic with specific processes
generating the traffic in the VM. Therefore the location of each IDS
module should be decided carefully. In addition, cloud servcie provider
can offer dynamic and on-demand services; therefore, applications
installed at the VM may tend to differ over a period. Hence, it requires
regular updates of the behavior of VM users. Hence there is a need to
develop a method to distinguish between evolving normal and abnor-
mal behaviors.

6.2. Challenges. Based on the exhaustive literature survey above, we
have identified a few major research gaps given below:

(i) Availability of attack datasets for cloud: Most of the publicly
available dataset such as KDD’99 (1998) and UNM (1998) are very old
and do not contain attack patterns for cloud specific attacks such as VM
Escape and side channel attacks. Hence, there is a dire need to develop
a public cloud dataset to validate the proposed IDS techniques. There
exist some attacking tools to launch attacks at the hypervisor such as
HInjector (Milenkoski et al., 2013); researchers can use such tools to
generate the attacks at hypervisor.

(ii) Positioning of intrusion detection system in cloud: The
positioning of IDS in a cloud poses a big challenge. Deploying and
configuring IDS at each and every component in a cloud environment is
a time-consuming task. There is a strong need to understand the design
choices involved in the positioning of the IDS in the cloud, as it affects

the deployment and maintenance costs of IDS. IDS placed at every VM
is useful to achieve better security, as all the context information of
monitored machine can be easily gathered. However, IDS subversion is
easy and requires additional security for IDS itself. Furthermore, it can
increase the overall cost.

(iii) Performance of the intrusion detection system: The perfor-
mance of IDS in cloud is another critical issue. There exist approaches
in which parallel programming has been applied to improve the
performance of signature based techniques such as DDP (Divided
Data Parallel) (Kopek et al., 2007). However, the limitation of the
approach is that it results in false negative if a signature spans across
multiple fragments. The reason is that the attack signature is present in
the packet but once the packet is divided into fragments, it is difficult to
detect it just by scanning the fragments individually for the presence of
the suspicious patterns. Also, the cost of fragmentation and distribu-
tion will affect the speed of the system. Some researchers have used
GPU's to improve the performance. However, installation and main-
tenance of GPU's at different locations in the cloud may incur more
cost.

(iv) Policy management in the cloud: Existing techniques lack the
maintenance of reliable policies which in turn lead to deterioration of
the efficiency of security tools. Cloud administrator needs to set up
policy for an IDS where ever it is installed and also update it time to
time. Moreover, the routing path for a VM communicating with non-
co-resident VMs needs to be established by the cloud admin based on
the location of nearby NIDS (if IDS is installed at cloud network points)
whenever a new flow request comes from a VM. The manual update is
time-consuming and can be prone to errors. The automation of such
policies should be sytematic.

(v) Limitations of conventional IDS techniques: Some solutions for
cloud-based IDS integrate the signature matching technique with
anomaly detection approach (machine learning approach). The tech-
niques may sound good when implemented at the VM as the required
information (such as network traffic or system calls) can be gathered at
the VM without the need for additional expertise. However, conven-
tional technique when implemented at the VMM requires additional
tools or mechanisms to obtain a high-level view of VMs. VM introspec-
tion from outside is one such useful technique.

(vi) Detection technique for hypercall-based attacks in paravir-
tualized machines: Most of the VMI techniques for trace collection are
based on system call mechanism such as SYSCALL and SYSENTER.
Syscalls are transformed to hypercalls before transferring control to
VMM in paravirtualized systems. The hypercall interface forms an
attractive attack surface for attackers to gain illegitimate access to
VMM. For example, an attacker may manipulate the parameters of
hypercalls, generate suspicious hypercalls invoked from malicious
drivers and cause exceptions. Existing dataset of malwares (Heaven,
2012; VirusShare, 2012) contains malware binaries which compromise
only the guest OS and does not cause any harm to the hypervisor.
Hence they are not sufficient to design an strategy to detect hypercall
based attacks which targets hypervisor.

(vii) Techniques to detect/prevent attacks on virtual machine
introspection (VMI): VMM-level rootkits are placed at the tiny layer
between the VMM and the host operating system (nested-virtualiza-
tion). Some hardware-level rootkits such as SMM rootkits infect the
BIOS code. They can tamper security functions of hypervisor and can
manipulate the fields of kernel-data structure of compromised hyper-
visor and host OS. It causes VMI tools to provide wrong information of
VM states. The detection of such rootkits is one of the major issues to
prevent VMI compromise.

(viii) Software assisted solutions for improving hypervisor secur-
ity: Researchers have proposed security architectures to improve
security of the hypervisor. However, most solutions are hardware-
specific and require modification to the hardware design such as CPU,
MMU etc. and hence are less flexible to adapt. Furthermore, there is a
need to address the security of the security components themselves
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when implementing them in software.

7. Related surveys
There exist some other survey papers such as Subashini and

Kavitha (2011), Sun et al. (2011), Denz and Taylor (2013) and Khan
(2016) where various cloud security issues have been addressed such as
intrusion detection, trusted computation and security compliance. The
survey by Kumar and Gohil (2015) provides a discussion on various
traditional attacks in cloud and how they can be handled using machine
learning to provide basic security solutions in similar way as for
network security.

Subashini and Kavitha (2011) presented various security risks in
the cloud environment. They have described security issues at different
layers in a cloud environment. They mainly address SaaS-level security
issues such as data security, virtualization security, availability, back up
and identity management. A brief description is given for PaaS and
IaaS issues. Traditional network security attacks such as cross site
scripting, cookie manipulation, SQL injection and weak authentication
have been described at the SaaS level. Most of the security solutions
described address the prevention from traditional attacks such as ARP
spoofing and data leakage; there is not much discussion on virtualiza-
tion and specific solutions to detect virtualization layer attacks.

Sun et al. (2011) provided a survey on security, privacy and trust
issues in cloud environment. They have mainly described security using
the traditional three dimensions namely availability, confidentiality
and integrity and divided them into six categories: physical security of
cloud server, data security, service hijacking, multi-tenancy and legal
security issues. This survey does not address the security solutions at
different layers in a cloud environment.

Denz and Taylor (2013) provided a survey focusing on three
security aspects in a virtual cloud namely malware detection and
prevention, securing virtual machine monitor and cloud resiliency.
They have also described a threat model. However, the description of
various entities in cloud, attacks and attacks surfaces sre missing in the
threat model. The authors described some intrusion detection techni-
ques such as Snort and hybrid Virtual IDS to detect malware attacks in
the cloud. They have provided the description of cloud firewall (VMwall
(Srivastava and Giffin, 2008)) to inspect the traffic of going through
cloud network. Some mitigation techniques have been highlighted such
as Guest View Casting and Address Space Randomization. Authors
have further given a summary of some approaches such as NoHype
(Keller et al., 2010) and sHype (Sailer et al., 2005) to secure VMM and
highlighted some hypervisor security features such as network security
enabled hypervisor (NSE-H) which is employed during live VM
migration to maintain VM states. This paper also mentions cloud
resiliency which is defined as the system's ability to recover from
hardware or software faults. They have discussed cloud resilient
systems such as Cloud Resilience for Windows (CReW) (Lombardi
et al., 2010).

A recent work in Khan (2016) presents a survey on cloud security
issues. They have categorized threats based on network-level, VM-level,
application-level and storage-level. They have also discussed various
security solutions to address these threats. They have mainly addressed
three major security issues i.e. intrusion detection, trusted cloud
computing and security compliance. Intrusion detection techniques
are categorized into two types: statistical and signature based. Authors
described various intrusion detection systems such as Suricata, Bro-
IDS, Snort, NIDES, eXpert-BSM, Fail2ban, Samhain and Sagan to
automate the detection of intrusion in a cloud. They discussed
traditional IDS which cannot detect various virtualization-layer attacks
such VMM Backdoor, VMM Hyperjacking, VM Escape and hardware
attacks that we have considered in this paper. The discussion of
virtualization based attacks is limited in their work. However, authors
have discussed various techniques related to issues with trusted
computing as well as analyzed regulations required for compliance by
the cloud provider.

To the best of our knowledge, there exist only two survey papers
(Patel et al., 2010; Modi et al., 2013) which have purely focused on
specific cloud security issues, i.e. intrusion detection in cloud environ-
ment. Hence we have compared our work with these two Cloud-IDS
survey papers as shown in Table 5. A particular IDS approach cannot
detect all attacks originated from different attack surfaces. No threat
model is discussed in existing surveys which is important before
presenting any IDS taxonomy. In addition, there should be a systematic
framework to categorize the various attacks in the cloud such as layer-
wise, node-wise or target-component-wise. We propose an attack
taxonomy with the discussion of threat model in cloud which classifies
attacks based on the various target cloud components. Most of the
attacks described in previous surveys (Modi et al., 2013) are traditional
attacks. The description of attacks such as VM Escape, VM hyperjack-
ing, Malware Injection, Cross-VM side channel and Guest DoS
(different than traditional DoS) etc. have not been considered by these
surveys. The work in Patel et al. (2010) has not presented any
description of attacks in cloud.

Modi et al. (2013) have categorized IDS techniques into signature
based detection, anomaly based detection, ANN, Fuzzy logic, associa-
tion rules, SVM, GA, Hybrid techniques. Signature based detection is a
part of misuse detection techniques (Barbara and Jajodia, 2002). The
misuse detection can be performed using specification-rules for known
attack patterns or by using supervised classification based machine
learning algorithms such as DT, BPN - ANN, multi-class SVM and
Association rules. Supervised learning is the type of learning that takes
place when the training instances (normal and intrusive) are labeled
with the correct result.

Patel et al. (2010) have categorized the detection approaches into
anomaly, misuse and hybrid with very limited description. Machine
learning techniques (semi/unsupervised) such as clustering, one-class
SVM and Neural Network (Self Organizing Map) are a few such
techniques to build the behavioral profile of VM users based on their
normal behavior (semi supervised) or observed behavior for some
duration of time (unsupervised). However, there exist many other
techniques for anomaly detection such as Enumeration based ap-
proaches, State-based approaches and Frequency based approaches
which we have considered in our survey paper and which have not been
addressed in the previous surveys (Patel et al., 2010; Modi et al., 2013).

Table 5
Comparison with other surveys.

Parameters Modi et al. (2013) Patel et al.
(2010)

Our survey

Threat Model NA NA Discussed
Attacks

classification
No Systematic
Framework

NA Based on target
cloud component-
wise

Attacks
Description

Traditional attacks
(DoS, Probe,
scanning etc.)

NA Includes
Virtualization-layer
attacks

Techniques
Classification

No Systematic
Framework

Detection
Mechanism

Detection
Mechanism

Techniques
Description

Traditional
techniques
(signature ANN,
SVM, anomaly,
hybrid etc.)

Traditional
Techniques
(anomaly, misuse
and hybrid)

Traditional
techniques, VMI,
HVI and hybrid
techniques

Type of IDS Discussed (Host,
Network,
Hypervisor etc.)

Discussed
(Layer-wise)

Discussed (Security-
Agent wise)

VMI
Classification

NA NA Considered

HVI
Classification

NA NA Considered

Research Gaps
and
Observations

Not presented Presented Presented
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Also, IDS techniques are not restricted to anomaly detection and
misuse detection approaches. VMI and HVI approaches play an equally
important role and need to be discussed when addressing Cloud-IDS.

Unlike the existing surveys, we have also considered introspection
based approaches such as VMI and HVI and classified them based on
the security approach that has been employed. VMI and HVI techni-
ques are deployed at the hypervisor (VMM/Nested VMM/Dom0) and
are critical for detecting advanced virtualization layer attacks including
hardware attacks.

This is the first Cloud-IDS survey which brings out the key
differentiator between cloud security and network security i.e. virtua-
lization layer security using introspection techniques. VMI techniques
assume that hypervisor is a trusted secure environment. They provide a
stealthy analysis environment which remains undetectable from the
VM-level attacks. They can detect various guest OS rootkits and VM-
VMM attacks such as VM Escape. On the other hand, HVI ensures that
hypervisor is secure from attacks especially from hardware attacks and
side channel attacks. HVI techniques perform the code integrity
checking of the hypervisor and prevent VMM attacks. It also prevent
a compromized VMM to breach the security of other VMs.

8. Conclusion and future work
We have presented an exhaustive survey of various intrusion

detection techniques for a cloud environment. An attack taxonomy is
presented to highlight the need for intrusion detection mechanisms.
Our survey presents the state of the art intrusion detection techniques
and provides a detailed classification of various detection approaches
with various examples. The description of intrusion detection techni-
ques is presented in an evolutionary way to give in-depth view of the
various approaches. Our findings represent the observations after going
through various techniques in detail, and they point out the pros and
cons of each category, technique and approach. A list of research
challenges have been outlined at the end which can provide some
guidance for further work. We have been developing a VMI based
intrusion detection approach for cloud environment by leveraging the
concepts of virtualization mentioned in this survey, which will form the
subject of a future paper.
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